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Sent By Mail:

25,000 Local Citizens Petitioned Gore & Walters To Vote For Rights' Bill
U. S. Senators Herbert S. with the letters packed with told those assembled that the
Walters and Albert Gore this petitions bearing the names of'project was a "write-in" was
week received hundreds of 25,000 persons.
one against brutality which
letters packed with petitions I In a brief ceremony in the would continue until the bill
urging the passage of the Civil Ipublic park across from t h e is passed.
Rights bill.
Ipost office, which was hasten- . vrsrrs SENATORS
The letters got on the way ed by the presence Of MM- j. Rev. John C. Mickle, pastor
last Sunday afternoon, wherildreds of mosquitoes, Jesse H. 0 f Second
Congregational
a group of citizens filed intoTurner, president of the Mem- church, told the group that he
the DeBoto Station post office phis branch of the NAACP, had been in Washington re— ------- -

cently and while talking with
Senators Walters and
Gore
he was informed that t h e i r
mail had been running eight
to one against the bill.
"This was the case," the
minister said, "because those
in favor of the bill ha d not
begun to write."
Rev. Mackie said the

Government should take the that brought about the change beginning of the ceremony and
lead in doing w h at the Ne-jhere, the Senator replied tha, leading the march to the "outgroes of Memphis haiie had to I he did not,
of-town"
in the P 0 at
do for themselves.
'FLY TO WASHINGTON
. office waschute
Rev. T. J. Griffin.
When Senator Gore corm; Rev. Mickle said that
mented on the progress that 1 Memphians who can afford to pastor of Warren Methodist
has been made in Memphis, should fly up to Washington, church.
Rev. Mickle asked him, he said, D. C., and urge the Senators to Dr. John E. Jordan, with 772
if he wanted other cities to pass the Civil Rights bill,
names had the highest number
have to make the same steps Offering the prayer at the of signatures to mail during

the drive.
Others in favor of the bill
are urged to write to Senators
Walters and Gore immediately
at:
Senate Office Building
Capitol Hill
Washington, D. C
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Pastor Russell Said: 'No Comment'

Private Police Block 'Kneel-ins' From Presbyterian Church
Church's Men
Hamilton Senior
JAayor Ingram
;

Proclaims May 2
NDCC Day
Sarno

NT
St.
xes

bath
726
..side

Wins Oratorical
Contest By Elks

Mayor William B. Ingram,
Jr, has issued a proclamation
declaring May 2 as National
Defense Cadet Corps Day.
In the proclamation Mayor
Ingram stated "The National
Defense Cadet Corps of the
Memphis City school has contributed greatly to the overall
development in leadership and
citizenship of the youn'g people who participate."
He stated further in t h e
proclamation: "The citizens of
Memphis have given great
support to this program since
its inception in 1959." Adding ,
"The continuation of this program will a,ield increasing ben- '
efits to the participants and
the citizenry in general."
The MaY4 issuande of the
aulaclamatiae_ will coincide
with a formal review ceremony involving f rom all
schools with NDCC united to
be held at 2 p.m. at Hamilton
high school.
Maj. George Robinson has
headed the NDCC here since
its inception.
-

oaller rear

Members of the Seconci
Presbyterian church at GoodFirst place winner of the
lott and Poplar employed a
local annual Elks Oratorical
private police agency to help
Contest is Miss Dorothy Jean
officials keep an integrated
Williams, a senior at Hamilgroup from attending the servton High school. Second place
ice last Sunday.
winner is Miss Dorothy Cole
of Douglass high school; and
ik
1 .\
It was the sixth straight
third place went to Miss Alit.,
Sunday that the group led by
Hanna of Mitchell Road high
Dr. Vasco A. Smith, an elder
school.
at the Parkway Gardens PresThe contest was held at St.
byterian church, had attemptPaul Baptist church last Suned to worship there. Nearly
day afternoon.
50 were there last Sunday. Dr.
As first place winner, Miss
Smith is a member of tht
MALESKA
PHILLIPS
T.
ROYCE
M.
Williams will be eligible to DR EUGENE
Memphis Presbyterian which
compete in the State Oratoriincludes Second Presbyterian
cal Contest, which is scheduled
church, but he has never been
to be held in Knoxville during
inside the edfice.
the State Elks meeting, May
The church is pastured by
2. Winner of the state conDr. Henry E. Russell, brothel
Ulf will compete in the Reof Senator Richard B. Russell
gional Contest which is to be
of Georgia.
held here in Memphis at a
Asked for a statement on the
time and place determined
attempted "kneel-in" at the
during the Knoxville State
NEW YORK, N. Y. -- A evening session will be devot- church, Dr. Russell politely reElks meeting.
team of teacher-recruitment ed to talks with college grad- plied that he had no "comThe last Regional Contest
uates and post-graduate stu- ment whatsoever to make for
held here was about five years specalists are expected to visit dents, especially with those publication,"
and
Wednesday
Memphis
on
ago.
Persons in the group ar
29 and 30 to holding the master's degree or
Regional winners are pre- Thursday, April
experienced teach- equivalent preparation. The members of the intercollegiate
interview
sented an Elks scholarship
chapter of the NAACP.
ers as well as college students recruiters will spend both
winners,
planning careers to point out nights at the Holiday Inn Ho- GUN-TOTING GUARDS
Also participating in the loIn addition to the church
advantages of teaching in New tel.
al contest were: Miss Mildred
Other Tennessee cities t he officials who stood shoulderYork City.
Johnson of Geeter high school;
The Artist and Models Soto-shoulder at the entrance ot
Superintendent recruiters will visit on their
Assistant
Miss Patricia Ford of Manassas
cial Talent club has made
MAIL FOR SENATORS
four-day tour will include the church, there were guncharge
in
Maleska,
T.
high; and Gregory Philips of Eugene
plans to sponsored a Splash
Morristown, Nashville, Knox- toting guards stationed at vra
pastor of Warren Methodist
ators Albert Gore and Her- Lester high.
Party at the Abe Scharff Leading the march to the
Mrs. Inez was of teacher recruitment for the ville and Jackson.
rious points on the church
not
once urging chairman of the
Walters
at
church.
Persons
who
did
office
letters
bert
acto
send
will
be
Post
schools,
York
New
Branch YMCA for the benefit
contest; Mrs.
Salary schedules which will grounds to keep the unwanted
1Withers
bill.
of
tour
letters
passage
of
the
his
with
have
a
chance
to
sign
companied
'on
25,000
signatures
urg;Una B. James was publicity
of the Branch YMCA, Friday,
be in effect in New York City from entering.
Photo),
'director; Frank Scott is the Tennessee colleges and other in September, 1964, will give
April 24th, starting at 7 p.m. ing passage of Civil Rights are urged to write to SenOn hand Sunday was a
Phillips,
Royce
by
centers
bill is Rev, T. .1. Griffin,
'grand district deputy and
Admission is 75 cents.
newly appointed teachers with photographer, who kept himrecruiter.
assistant
grand marshal of the Elks; and
the baccalaureate degree $5,- self busy taking pictures of
'erallf1111191116111110111111111011119111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111119111111110111111111111111111111111 George W. Lee is the grand
Sought particularly will be 300 a year. Those with the mas- everyone in the group.
commissioner of education for junior and senior high school ter's degree will get $6,175. In
The presence of the interthe Elks, which sponsor the teachers of English, mathe- January, 1965, the starting racial group attracted the at
,scholarship awards.
matics, science and fine arts rate will go up to $6,425 for tention of persons driving by
a
•
as well as women teachers of those with the master's de- in cars and almost created I
health education. Efforts will gree.
traffic jam in the area. Younr
also be made to recruit teachExperienced teachers may members of the church came
branches
of common
ers
"Let our posterity know that his day.
be granted up to eight years' out frequently from a side door
•
(grades I through 6) and early salary credit. This means that and peeped over the hedge
ltured
am
ancestors,
unlearned,
Crummell was born a slave
wa their
class(kindergarten)
childhood
amid alltrials about 1821. While still in his
and
they could start in New York to get a good look at the
es at the elementary school City on Sept. 1, 1964, at $9,025 would-be worshipers.
land temptations, were men of
the North.
escaped
to
he
teens
level.
positions
will
All these
Memphis police cruised by
integrity . . were enabled to
if they have a master's degree
Three Memphis men were embrace Communism a n d resist the seductions of ease Along with Henry Highland New
be open to both men and wom- plus 30 additional credits. the church, but did not stop.
elected to the executive com- many other isms," There will and the intimidations of pow- Garnet, he matriculated at an
en
except
for
thepositions
in
A
white youth from Illinois,
Rev. James E. Smith of 957
Teachers with less than eight
mittee of the Tennessee Fed- appear many more Cassius X's er; were true to themselves, academy established by Aboli- DorisAve., was elected pres- health education.
years' experience would be touring the South on a bicycle,
eration of Democratic Leagues John X's and Henry X's, he the age in which they lived, tionists in Canaan, New Hamp- ident of the newly organized
came
to the area and wanted
On Wednesday afternoon granted a lesser amount of
shire. These youngsters incurduring the first annual meet-,said.
to join with the group, but
Oklahoma-Lauderdale Civic the New Yorkers will be at the salary credit.
their abject race, and the cause
townsing of the West Division of the The speaker chided Presi- of man; shrunk not from trial, red the hostility of the
League during a regular meet- Memphis U. S. Employment Salary increments assure an- was turned away because of
organization, held in the E. dent Lyndon 13, Johnson "for nor from sufferings — but con- folk when they participated in ing of the league at the Shiloh Service office. On Thursday nual raises
to a maximum after his casual attire.
Fourth
J., Cox Hall of Centenary ioperating as if everything in scious of responsibility and the speechmaking at a
The group remained in the
Baptist church on Gaither St. afternoon and evening, April 13 years of $11,025. The maxsmugJuly
celebration.
The
Methodist church, last Satur-'the Civil rights field is all- impelled by duty, gave them- of
recently,
30, they will be at LeMoyne imum is effective Jan. 1, 1965. area and stood outside the
citizenry
yoke
45
hitched
day.
right." Bowden added, "Presi- selves up to the vindication ed
Other officers elected in- College at 7:30 P.M. in the Most New York City teachers church while members filed
of oxen to the school building,
by. One woman, apparently
Elected to the wide-state dent Johnson must get off the of the high hopes, and the
clude: Rev. Brown Rucker, Brownlee Lecture Room. The will earn this amount.
firand
dragged
it
to
a
swamp
showing she was in sympathy
first vice president; Randle
Democratic organization were:Istool and do something about lofty aims of true Humanity!"
Neparting
salute
to
the
a
ed
with the would-be visitors,
Atty. S. A. Wilbun, an assis- Civil Rights, he has talked So wrote Alexander Crummell,
Catron, second vice president;
gro boys as they rode off to
went to each one and shook
George Washington, third vice
tant attorney for the City of enough about. it."
one of the two most highly edhands.
Memp hi s; Robert "Bob"! He urged his audience to ucated AmericanNegroesof
president; Mrs. Irma Catron,
See NEGROES, Page 2
Wright owner of the MemPhis bury petty jealousy
secretary; Mrs. Dorothy AsBut the demonstration was
kew, corresponding secretary;
Bail Bond company; rind Jesse' Also speaking briefly were
so disturbing to some memaskames, owner of a small gro_IFrank R. Kilpatrick, first vice
Mrs. George Washington, fibers that they did not remain
!president of the Ninth ConIllrkry store.
nancial secretary; Mrs. Marie
inside to hear the sermon. One
Thousands of students and 113. Gray, an instructor at Doug- elderly man stood on the corn;Elder, treasurer; Mrs. Rena
The three men will serve ,gressional District Chapter of
Bonhart, parliamentarian; Miss teachers are expected to view lass high school. Publicity er and explained the situation
on the State Executive Com: TFDL; and Robert "Bob"
Arthur L. Brooks, business the display of various proj. chairman is E. H. Brayon.
• •
to persons driving slowly by.
mittee, which consists of all Wright, a member of the
manager; and Lewis Vance, ects during the three days of
He told one car load of the
state officers and three other chapter's executive committee;
chairman of the board.
the annual Memphis Area
members from each of the three and Dr. Theron Northeross,;Visit
curious that "You should have
seen them last Sunday. Today
grand division — West Ten- parliamentarian of the state or-'I
— Science Fair which will be
held at LeMoyne College's
they are hack and have
nessee. The executive commit- ganization, who was chairman; Ceylon's ambassador to thelof the American Association
Bruce Hall, Wednesday, Thursbrought a 'coon' with them
tee is responsible for conduct- of the nominating commitee. 'United States, Sir Seneratfor the United Nations.
•
ing the interim business of the
Accompanying Bowden from Gunewardene, will visit the
day and Friday of this week.
to take their picture."
will
organizations
we re:
For the first time, there
Rev. Lawrence F. Haygood.
Richard.LeMoyne College campus Antal' The same
TFDL, which is scheduled to Nashville
- ;present the ambassador from
will be entries from schools in
pastor of the Parkway Garhold its; second annual meet- Blanch, a probation officer;18-30.
Mrs. Helen Kiernan. wife of
in
an
'Canada
Paul
Tremblay,
Mississippi.
dens Presbyterian church, said
ing in Nashville sometime in and Bob Churrhwell, a report- He is corning here
' 8.
Rev. John L. Kiernan, died
al!other
other address here May
er for the Nashville Banner. program designed tounder
May.
bring
The Fair will be open to Saturday, April 11, at her resi- that it is contrary to the GenMaking the featured speech Patriotic music was suppli- about a better understanding Both diplomats will he
the public from 9 a.m to 9 dence, 1165 Dunnavant St., eral Assembly's policy for a
church to turn away persons
at the meeting last Saturday ed by Noah Bond,
of international affairs. The guests of LeMoyne while in
p.m. during the three days. after a short illiness.
on account of color. White permorning was Willard Bowden, Presiding at
the meeting project is being conducted by,Memphis and their visits will
'Besides
her
husband,
she
is
The
Fair
is
held
to
encoursons attend the Parkway Garexecutive secretary of TFDL. was Thaddeus T. Stokes, ores- the American Missionary As_ be coordinated by Dr. Clifton
survived by a sister, Mrs. den
students
on
all
age
grade
levchurch.
Bowden went on to empha- ident at large of TFDL.
sociation in New York City, H. Johnson, professor of his,
els to take a keener interest Bertha Weaver of Detroit,
size the importance of solidaritory at the college.
founder of LeMoyne in 1870.
Mich., a brother Thomas Rus- Dr. Smith said that adults
in
science.
Sponsors
are
the
ty among Negroes in Tennesin the group are giving moral
will give a public lecture Purpose of the visitations. is
Universal Life Insurance com- sell of the same city, and
see as well as all other states Who Took The Drills?
on the night of April 26 at threefold: (1) to give students
another brother, James Rus- support to the movement, but
pany
and
the
Tri-State
Dee said "We have got to move
8 in Second Congregational a broader world outlook (2) to
sell of Natchez, Mississippi, that it was conceived by memrn
fender.
iter in the areas of human IPSWICH. England — (UP I)Church, 764 Walker, under the initiate a unity of interest be
land niece Miss Erma Lee Laws. bers of the Intercollegiate
rights as well as civil rights." — Police ,aid they think that joint sponsorship of LeMonYe's!tween the college and the cornand a limited number Funeral services were held chapter of the NAACP with
He predicted that if the pres- the culprit who stole six pneu- Collegiate Cnapter for the Unit- muruty and (3) to give foreign
of scholarship awards will be on Wednesday, April 15, at the members from Southwestern
ent proposed Civil Rights leg- matic road drills from a street ed Nations, the Internationalldiplomats an opportunity to see
presented to winners in the ,Tree of Life Baptist Church and Memphis State universiislation before the U.S. Senate here may he. an anti-noise Cam- Relations Club at Southwest-an AMA-founded college in acvarious divisions.
with the Rev. Rowser officiat- ties and LeMoyne and 0 w n1
not
passed,
is
"Negroes will paigner.
Director of the Fair is Frank ing.
colleges.
SIR S. GUNEWARDENE
ern and the Memphis chapter tion.
,

To Recruit Teachers &
Interview Students

e

• MAII
dvanced

Guard Doors
In Person

Splash Party To
Benefit Branch YMCA

spond
lemen
$2.00
Club

.3 Memphians Elected To
Executive Committee0
State Democratic League

Negroes Of Bygone Day

.•
Smith t ected
1President Of
n
ivic Club

Ceylon Ambassador To
LLeMoyne Campus

!t
its

Thousands To View Science
Fair At LeMoyne This Week

Funeral For
rs iernan
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Negroes

•

(Continued From Page 1)
New York
coach.

BRIEFING
Maj. Edward R. Schisler (kneeling) checks parachute
straping and other flight safety precautions on visiting
explorer scout. These explorer scouts of the Chickasaw
Council spent a weekend at the Air Force Reserve Training ('enter here. The morning was spent in an in-door

training session, designed to increase the knowledge of
the boys and adults in planning local post activities. The
afternoon was spent touring the base and was climaxed
with orientation flights by the 70Ith Troop Carrier Sq.,
over Shelby County.

America Must Correct Immorality
And Racal Injustices Says Hobson

Dr. Wolfe
Climaxes
Zeta Affair

aboard a stage'••41

Crummell, after the disastrous Fourth of July incident,
enrolled at Oneida institute,
founded by the Quaker Abolitionist, Beriah' Green, for
colored youth. Alter complet.ing his studies there, he was
refused admission to an Episcopal seminary, but subsequently accepted at another
in Boston. As a young student,
in 1840, he wrote the official
proclamation of the Convention of Negroes in New York
State, in which he stressed
that Negroes belonged to
America and that in accordance with the Declaration of
Independence and with the
Constitution they formed a
part of it.
In 1842, Crummell opened
his own Episcopal Chapel in
Providence, Mass. After several months, his congregation
dwindled and he asked his
bishop for a larger constituency. The bishop sent him to
Philadelphia with a letter to
Bishop Onderdonk who advised Crummell that he would
receive him into his diocese
on one condition: no Negro
priest could sit in his church
convention, and no Negro
church could ask for representation in it. Crummell replied:
"I will never enter your diocese on such terms."

amu
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in a
eyes
the
sage
"Ma
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dog
ing
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SEEGING ROYAL TITLES
Seeking royal title are the above candidates for the Junior King and Queen of
the Cotton Makers' Jubilee. They are:
(left to right, front row) Yolande Simmons,
Maurice Crisp, June Hollowell, Clarence
James Harris, Jr., Gwendolyn Sartor, Wilma Anthony, Minolar Tharps. (Left to
right, second row) Rowland 0. Bonds,
Patricia Earnest, Annie Ruth White, liar-

riette Fredericks, Clementhy Ann Parker,
Olivia W. Thomas. (Left to right, third
row) Nathaniel Curry, Wendell Brown,
Earline Johnson, Ruth Ellis, Lovell S. Harbin, Wanda Fay DeGraffenreald. Contesting, but not pictured! Shirty Harris,
Yvonne Marie Mitchell, Charles Ballard,
and Cato Walker.

Jubilee King & Queen Contestants

Candidates for Junior King ly, African Methodist; Baptist;
Crummell later founded a
and Queens of The Memphis C.M.E. (Methodist) Catholic;
chapel in New York. During
Cotton Makers' Jubilee live Church of God in Christ; an.
handshakers and a back-slaptime, he became noted for
this
America can be replaced by church. He told of a program
play from the northern- Episcopalian.
and
to
Catholic per. He should symbolized
contribution in shaping a
his
section of the city to the
a country like Russia unless operating in the
most
He the world, liberty, justice,
philosophy for the awakening
the internal immorality and church. He is a Catholic.
southernmost. From Orange
rights."
human
Protestants
enough
"not
said
corrected,
Negro in his struggle for freeracial injustice are
Mound in the East to the WestreNoah Bond sang two solos. Dr. Deborah Partridge Wolfe, dom. To this cause, Crummell
said the Principal of Manassas know the history of their
ern fringes of South Memphis
at the national basileus of Zeta Phi
accompanied
was
support
He
enough
not
—
ligion
Hobson,
a
a
brought
scholar's temper,
high school, Louis B.
south as royalty wearing these
by Mrs. Audrey Hall. Beta Sorority, came to Mem- knowledge of history and a
when he was guest speaker at the church. Also not enough piano
titles, King and Queen. Prince
meeting was phis to address t h e public
the
of
Chairman
Rights.
Civil
support
meeting
with
familiarity
literature
the regular monthly
Dukes, Duchesses and Ladies
an instruc- meeting of Alpha Eta Zeta which made
Peeples,
T.
Oliver
set
to
laymen
the
urged
He
for
it
Laymen
possible
at the CME Church's
of the Royal Court.
school, and Chapter of the Sorority, held him
Manassas
at
tor
new
instill
and
example
an
to
essays
write
incisive
Organization of the Memphis
The hobbies of these youngtreasurer of the Memphis CME at the Mississippi Blvd. Chris- and articles on a wide range
peoyoung
in
values
of
sense
district.
Karl W. Dissly, special agent
ster are among the following:
ident of the Lay- tian Church last Sunday.
district.
ple."
of
He
Negro
zealousthemes.
that
say
to
on
Hobson went
Collection of Art; Miniature in charge of the Memphis Ofbanization is Atty. The presence of Dr. Wolfe ly campaigned for the abolitiLon
oi
men's
Presat
slap
a
took
Hobson
greata
been
never
"there has
areoplane building; Looming fice of the FBI, is to be the
Jones. Host pastor was was a climax to a series of of slavery and made frequent
er need for the church in the ident Lyndon B. Johnson. He Ben F.
of cloth; stamp and coin col- guest speaker at the regular
Smith.
Zetas
complilocal
by
Rev.
a
events
is
"he
President
the
of
said
behalf
the
of
than
in
today."
man
of
history
appearances
lecting; Base ball; skating; Fourth Sunday Morning Breakmenting the 25th anniversary anti-slavery movement.
EMILY ANN PETTIGREW bike riding; swimming; bowl- fast Hour at Middle Baptist
He pointed out that 13 milof the graduate chapter here
lion children are living in
ing; Poetry; writing; cooking; Church, 821 Lane Ave., on
In 1848, Crummell went to
in Memphis.
broken homes — one parent
Rock collecting; ahd horticul- April 26 from 8 to 9 a.m.
The speaker talked, "Ameri- England to solicit funds for a
absent. "Nearly 35 million in
The youth of the church will
ture.
to
standing
of
planned
Tohe
and
chairmen
Education
Today
church
can
dents,
new
The 35th annual session of
a great country like ours are
The parents of these candi- be in charge of the breakfast
committees, co-ordinators and morrow: Demands of a Mod- build in New York. While
poverty strickened. He added the Tennessee Congress of
as
well as Sunday School.
dates worship in six different
non-official members, Thurs- ern Society."
speaking there he attracted the
"We lead the world in mental Colored Parents and Teachers
Kenneth Williams, 15-yearreligious
denominations-nameprogram,
has
commendyouth
a
Wolfe
leaders
Dr.
morning;
such
of
day
attention
and emotional disorders — 10 is scheduled to convene at
old, 10th grader of Douglass
Beardsley Junior high school, "Voice of Future PTA," Friday able record as an education Wilberforce and Stanley, Thiras
high school will read a science
million or more.''
on
and
presently
banis
authority,
annual
ir
S
the
Macaulay.
also
and
evening;
Ingles
well
Be addressed the group of ,1201 College St., in Knoxville,
paper. Also on program are:
Pettigrew,
Ann
Emily
at
professorship
addressed
a
Miss
from
leave
be
will
for
which
arranged
quet.
Brodie
Benjamin
Mrs.
a dinner meeting at Collin !April 23-25, announces
,Gregory and Brenda Mason,
LeMoyne College,
at
junior
Y.,
N.
Flushing,
Queen
college,
a
Moons,
Z.
Jerome
college,
Mrs.
by
Queen's
enter
to
him
of
chairman
D Hill
Chapel CME church last Sat- Christine
1 Brother and Sister singing du.
"
president of the National Con- where she heads the education Cambridge university, from has been elected state presior Handicapped Mrs. Audrey Hall and her s
urday night. The next meet- publicity.
Student NEA (Naservmeanwhile
the
department,
of
dent
Teachers.
in
and
Parents
of
graduated
gress
was
he
which
is
convention
the
for
,Herbert, in a piano — saxoing is scheduled to be held I Theme
Awards will be presented at ing as Education Chief of thee 1853. He emigrated to Africa tional Education Association).
in Henning, Tenn., at the New i"Action in the Nine Areas of
phone duet and Mrs. Louise
Committee on Education and where he spent the next 20
She succeeds Robert White,
the banquet.
'Emphasis."
Turner (Organ) and daughter
Hope CME church in May.
Mrs. James W. Mynatt, Labor of the United House of years as a clergyman, political a senior at LeMoyne.
of
meeting
the
Highlights
The PTA at Keel Avenue Jacquelyn, (Songbird) along
Hobson went on to relate
Miss Pettigrew, an English
president of the Knoxville Representatives. Her duties inof the Amerithat 70 million out of 180 mil- will include: Dinner meeting PTA Council, will address the clude that of initiating legisla- leader and agent
major, is the daughter of Mr. School has made plans to with Lee Cunningham, well
Society.
;
managers,
Colonization
of
the
iof
board
can
lion Americans do not belong
and Mrs. Samuel Pettigrew, sponsor a "Frivolous" Fash-'known tenor will render the
session Thursday morning. tion in education, setting up
ions Spring Festival for the music for the morning.
to any church. He asked "what !Wednesday, April 22, at the
Crummell returned to Ameri- 816 Polk.
A Memphis delegation is hearings and documentation
-Early
motel;
Gaither-Dogan
once again • The election was held at the physically handicapped, Friare Protestants doing to bring
Among other youth of the
expected to attend the three- and research relatives to work ca in 1873, when he
!Bird"
local
worship
for
presifallen members back into the 1
with sub-committee and full'became a leading spokesman annual meeting in Nashville. day, April 24, at 7:30 p.m. at ,church taking an active part
day meeting.
committee on the floor of the for the cause of the Negro. In The student organization is the Wonder Bread Bakery in the program are Emma MilHouse. She is the first Negro 1897, he opened the first ses- composed of representatives Com pany's entertainment ler, Marshall Alexander and
woman to serve on the floor of sion of the American Negro from college chapters within room, 400 Monroe Ave.
James Rainey, master of eerePrizes will be given to per- monies will be Ronald Hooka
the House, and the first pro- Academy, an institution which the state.
sons
hold
who
lucky numbers. Hamilton high school senior.
fessional educator to serve in aimed to form an intellectual
Twenty-two delegates atRecently Thomas H. Hayes. secreMrs. Alma Booth, principal Rev. Ben L. Hooks, pastor
Walker, the first Negro to ever hold .this capacity. Dr. Wolfe has 30 elite capable of leadership.
tended the annual session
of
tary of Union Protective Life Inthe
credit,
school.
her
is chairman of of Middle Baptist extends a
to
committee prints
a position on the board, served with
priest along with two advisors, Mrs.
the project. The public is in- welcome to every one to atincluding 5 in the process of This erudite Episcopal
surance Company, was appointed to
distinction. This newspaper endorsed
LeMoyne
of
Roland
P.
Charle
brilliant
continued to be a
the Memphis Transit Authority. Mr.
tend.
his appointment editorially. We were ,print. One handbook deals spokesman for the cause of and Mrs. L. Sects Avant of vited.
withh the area of Poverty in
Hayes, a member of a fine old MemLane College. Mrs. Roland is
proud of his work on the board.
the U. S., relative to H. R. the Negro. He was a major
to the
phis family, has contributed, over
Starts SAT, APRIL 25
We feel sure that Mr. Hayes is
figure in Negro America in also state consultant
1 10440.
Student Tennessee Education
the years, to the progress, health and
well equipped to serve on this board
Dr. Wolfe is a graduate of the decades both preceding
ONE BIG WEEKwell being of Memphis. A quietwith great dignity — and at the [New Jersey State college, and and following his African so- Congress.
all
above
he
spoken, unassuming man, he has
journ. It was
of Columbia University.
same time being of great service to
Sidney Poitier "Academy Winner Best Actor"
She has lectured at many others who, before the Emanworked in many local community
the Memphis Transit Authority.
optimisan
preached
colleges and universities cipation,
projects unselfishly.
PENNEBAKER PROOVCnONS .41 oust roonuonons
Memphis citizens should be happy to
throughout the country, includ- tic view of the Negro's prosHe replaced Mr. A. Maceo Walker,
have a man of Mr. Hayes' calibre to
self-confibouyant
the
at
ing
Universities
a
teaching
pects,
president of the Universal Life Inservice in this public position. We conIllinois, dence as a challenge to the
of
Pennsylvania,
surance Company and Tri State
gratulate him for assuming this pub- ,Michigan, Wayne, Columbia sense of inferiority to which
Bank, whose two-terms on the Translic responsibility.
,and New York. Prior to going the Negro in America had so
it Authority Board expired. Mr.
to Queen College. Dr. Wolfe long been conditioned. His in,headed the education depart- spiring exhortations to indeThe LaRita club has revealment at Tuskegee Institute.
pendence of mind and confi- ed that it has planned to comMemphis Zetas were hosts dent aspiration — impressive- plete a $500 life-time member:at a formal dance held at the ly validated by his own ex- ship in the NAACP on SunI Auditorium Ballroom last Fri- ample — struck a note that day April 26. 'Phe final payday night; and a press party anticipated the counsels of ment will be presented in the
1 was held at the home of Mrs. later militant Negro leader- form of a check to local NABodden last Sunday afternoon. ship.
A
ACP officials during a beneCrummell died in 1898. The fit tea and fashion show at
You'll
live
Entertain Beauticians
historian Richard Bardolph the home of Mr. and Mrs.
every wild
The number one and two wrote in his book The Negro Charlie Morris, 981 Alaska
wonderful minute
r•hapters of the Tennessee Vanguard that Crummell has St., from 5 to 8 p.m.
of its brash excitement'
A 625 hat will be given to
PI
Progressive Beauticians been a hero to militant NeLeague were entertained re- groes ever since William E. B. the person holding a lucky
cently by Chapter 3 in the DuBois, in his Souls of Black number.
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
Narrating the fashion show
home of Mrs. Clara Nunnally Folk (1903), devoted a moving
DIAHANN CARROLL
chapter to Crummell in which at 6:30 p.m. will be Dr. John
40.'
of 956 Leath.
All members of the league he wrote: "I instinctively bow- E. Jordan, a local dentist.
PLUS SECOND HITUNITEDMARTiSTS
presiis
Alma
one
as
Morris
Mrs.
, are expected to be present at ed before this man
Janice
of
the
Mrs.
of
club.
dent
a business meeting at Gorine bows before the prophets
"Captain Sinbad" In Technicolor
Jean is club reporter.
the world . . ."
college on May 11.
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MEM/411S AND SHELBY COUNTY
Memphis and Shelby County teachers mho
made the "Jubilect" are, (left to right ,
Mrs. Pearl Priddy, Shelby County Training
School (Woodstock) Instructor, who made
her debut, in jubilee affairs. She exhibited
unusual strength of courage and an
abundance of confidence in her ability.
coupled with that of her co-workers to
make her school one of the top schools in
next year's competition. Mrs. Helen Waterford. a professional in jubilee activities
and one whose perserverence and tenacity
to hold representation for her school in
each year's program make her an outstanding individual worthy of community
praise. Maurice Warner, (Woodstock)
handsome, efficient and lending inspiration to the young men misom we hope to
attract in future competition for the title,
"Mr. jiubilect." lie is the only male teacher
who activels participated in this contest
and Is surrounded by this bevy of talented
and vivacious personalities. Mrs. Catherine literelweather. assistant to Mrs. Waterford rend a first time participant in the
Jubilee. She will serve in an advisory caparity to young people who wish to learn
the principles of the usages of good Eng-

lish and diction for public appearances.
Mrs. Jean Harris. Mount Pisgah's lady of
charm whose committee work with Jubilee
officials and her representation of her
school prove an inspiration to all with
whom she comes in contact. Standing, (left
to right ) each of these ladies could easily
wear the title, choreographer for the performances o hich they present to the citizens through the "Juhilect." Yet they are
working in their various schools as instructors in their fields of endeavor. (Left
to right) Mrs. Phylis Hyter nad Mrs. Joan
Johnson, Carver: Mrs. Norma Griffin,
Booker T. Washington: Mrs. Sylvia
Graham, Woodstock; Mrs. Irene Davis,
1963 Queen of the Jubilee and the dynamic
and successful director of the 1964 "Mr. or
Miss Jubilect" contest; Miss Hazel Warren
and Mrs. Eddie Cooke. Melrose High
School; Mrs. Bettye Harris, Lester High
School; Mks Rose Marie Caviness, Manassas High School. and Miss Evelyn
Bagsby, Lester High School. Other schools
represented, but whose teachers were not
present for the picture are: Douglass and
Patten.' High School:
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A new series of coupons are in the mail.
Watch for yours. Good when redeemed for
• 2400 Quality Stamps. Enough to fill 2 full
• Books. Watch for your mail man — We
hope you br;ng them to Pac-Pac.
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Local Insurance
Executive Speaks
In New Orleans

•DOWN FRONT!

Several divisions of the
IChickasaw Council of Boy
!Scouts have made plans for
!out-door activities.
; The Central Division of
which Rev. W. C. Holmes is
chairman, has planned a
camporee, involving nearly 15
troops. The camporee is set
for Friday and Saturday, April
17-18 in the Lakeview Gardens area, announces caMp di.
rector T. W. Williams.
The South Division, headed
by N. J. Ford, has planned
to hold a camporee April 2425 on Holmes Road, southeast of the Municipal Airport.
Jessie Sinclair, director of the
camp, said about 12 troops with
about 200 boy scouts to participate.

The Associate Agency Director of Universal Life Insurance
Company, G. T. Howell, has
been invited to New Orleans
SOME PLACARDS can carry shop the "Best Lis. . ..aey
by the Executive Insurance
amusing messages. We happen- have
the "Best Dressed" list,
Council as the principal speaked to be waiting to be served
er at the Council's Annual
in a local restaurant when our etc. Also they have the "Worse
meeting. While in New Orleans
eyes wondered aimlessly to Dressed" list. A photographer
for the April 20th meeting,
the walls — Behold! the mes- heads the "worse dressed" list.
Howell visited Universal's two
sage on the placard read ATTY. H. T. LOCKARD has
branch offices.
"Man's Best Friend— one-half been appointed the legal adviExecutives of the 15 or more.
dozen of oysters". Now the sor of the Bluff City and Shellife insurance companies domilowly oyster has moved the by County Council of Civic
ciled in New Orleans organized'
dog of the coveted spot of be- Club.
the council to promote their
ing "Man', Best Friend."
AMERICAN AIRLINE hasl
common goals, interests and
BEALE STREET BUSINESS- engaged its first Negro women
MRS PEARL A BRYANT
objectives.
MEN have posted in a barber to train her as a ticket agent.
•
Howell, in addition to his
present official position at Universal Life, he is a member of
the Company's Board of Direc
'tors. He is. active in activities
of the National Insurance As
Congratulating Eddie W. MeCroom. necond
left are Bernard Lewis, father-In-law: sociation,
as well as educationfrom left, on his appointment as an AsMcCroont and William Jones, a brother. al and civic affairs, His most
sistant U. S. Attorney General in CincinStanding in front is the MeCroam's two- ' recent recognition is an ap-' A Nashville women is exnati, Is Councilman Theodore M. Berry,
year-old son, Barren. MeCroom was grad- , pointrnent to the Board ot nected to deliver the featured
..•
Eyes were gleaming, the third grade showing stalacright, former vice-ni.ior of the city. From
uated in 1950 from Itlanatotati High school. I Trustees of the W. J. Ha le laddress when annual
halls were buzzing, hearts tites and stalagmites held the
Slogan
en's
Day"
is celebrated at'
Memorial Scholarship Foundsfluttered with anticipation and spotlight for a moment, but a
field representative, a post he tion, Inc., of Tennessee Statell Cen tenaryMethodist church, A local winner of several
excitement was all over the thermometer created by the
resigned in April, 1963, to en- I University of which Howell is 878 Mississippi Blvd., next safety slogan contests is anxplace as Wisconsin Elemen- third grade was also an outSunday. April 26. She is MrsJiously hoping to win the $900
tary School students prepared standing feature.
ter private practice with the ;a graduate.
Pearl Allen Bryant who will national prize during a drawfor the 1964 Science Fair.
Grade four produced a very
law firm of Berry and John- I
ing in Chicago. Mrs. Amanda
speak at 11 a.m.
Meeting began promptly at beautiful and colorful array
son, and continued with them
Mrs. Bryant, employed as la'Neeley, employed at the Hard3:45 p.m. with the president, showing kinds of energy, how
until his recent appointment.
; girls' worker at the Davidson ;ing-Williams cafeteria at MomMrs. Bernice Holmes, presid- electricity is produced, con!
County Juvenile
;
ing, but the usual proceedings ductors and non-conductors of Eddie W. McCroom. a 1950 1951' after remaining out
Court in phis Works. has won $113 in
While
in
Memphis,
Al,
of
;Nashville for more than 20'severa1 drawings here. She won
were dropped as parents and electricty. Also included was graduate of Manassas High !
Croom
was
an
active
member
school because of no money.
years, formerly headed the lthe December, 1963 $15 monthteachers began viewing the the uses of plants to man.
of the Gospel Temple Baptist
school, was recently sworn in
ly drawing as well as the $100
different exhibits from each In grades five and six the as an assistant U.S. Attorney'HONOR STUDENT
church, where he and his Dr. Captolia Dent Newhtirn 'English department at Missis- la nnual
Memphis area drawing.
sippi Industrial College in
But Matthew Garrett, who three brothers and three sisgrade.
scenes changed to simple ma- in Cincinnati, Ohio.
of La ne college. Jackson. Holly Spring,
The award-winning slogan
Miss.
The main attraction of the chines, the life of plants and The announcement of his ap- was then bandmaster of Ma- ters grew up under the
speakl was "Make Every Day A HoliTenn., will be the guest
Fair was the eruption of a animals, sound and stringed Attorney General Robert F. nassas,
knew of the youth's watchful eye of their late er for Women's Day observ- . Holding degrees from bothlday From Accidents."
okvolcano constructed by the instruments.
Kennedy, and McCroom be- desire to attend college, and 'n'andmother, Mrs. Julia Mos- ance at the Mt. Olive CME Fisk university and Tennessee'
'Intermediate grades. The life PRIZE WINNERS
came the first Negro lawyer was successful in getting him by.
Cathedral on Sunday after- State A & I university, she is
of birds, plant bulbs and mag- Top honors went to grade to serve in such a post in the scholarship
in civic work. She is I ra
to Pine Bluff. MeCroom is married to the noon at 3:30 p.m., to climax
nets were displayed by the 4-1, first prize, Mrs. Barbara Cincinnati in the past 50 years. At AM&N he majored
in former Miss Shirley Lewis of the month of activity for the secretary of the directors of the'
first grades. The second Atkins, teacher; Mrs. Mary C. McCroom began his prepa- business administration
City Federation of Women'si
and Steuhensville, Ohio, and they women.
grades presented a display of Shaw, grade 5-1, second prize, ration for the job on a band repaid Mr. Garrett's confidence are the
parents of two chil- I The speaker is presently Clubs; YWCA, National Coun- I A/nha Beta chapter of Almagnets, insects and the po- and grade 6-1, Mrs. Dan E. scholarship to Arkansas AM- in him try graduating with dren. His sister,
cil
of Negro Women. National pha Pi Chi sorority has made
Mrs. Pauline serving as chairman of the
sition of stars during the four Gurley, teacher, third prize. &N college in Pine Buff in 'honors in 1955. While a
stu- Phiffer, still resides in Mem- department of religion and ;Democratic League; and Sigma plans to present a fashion
seasons of the year.
Mrs. Ethel Brooks is the
Gamma Rho sorority she is show, entitled "Vernal Exdent he served as vice presi- phis.
philosophy at Lane.
ALL GRADES
also a member of Clark Memo- ltravaganza." Featured
principal of the school.
dent of the student body in
wifi be
A cave constructed by the
Mrs. Newborn received her .rial Methodist Church in Nash- exclusive
1953 and was elected president
models and three
doctorate from Teachers Col- ville.
the following year. During his
Memphis humanitarians of the
lege of Columbia university She is married to Joseph H. year will
.-enior year he was named to
be honored. The
and has dedicated her life to Bryant and they are the par-,charity show is
'Who's Who Among Students
set for Sunday,
educational and humanitarian ents of two sons and three 1May 10, at
in Colleges and Universities."
Currie's Club
services.
daughters.
In 1958, after having served
Tropicana, 1331 Thomas.
one year as an instructor in
The YWCA Area Center has
business administration at the
made plans to present its anThe 920th Troop Carrier Mississippi Vocational college
nual fashion show "A Serenade
Group at Memphis is among ,at Itta Bena, McCroom enterof Spring Fashions" at Manasthose U.S. Air Force sites led Western Reserve Universisas high school auditorium, where
the U.S. Civil Service ty School of Law in CleveThursday, April 23 at 7:30 p.m. Commission
has announced land and was graduated in
Guest models will be spon- an
examination for airplane 1961.
sored by Alpha Pi Chi and
pilots, GS-12, at a yearly sala- PRIVATE PRACTICE
Alpha Beta, and Alpha Gamma
ry of $9,980, in the Air ReHe later joined the Ohio
• sororities; Mrs. Thehna David- serve Technician Program.
Civil Rights Commission as a
son; Mrs. Lucille Price, Mrs.
The,examination is also beArrezaleece Cumby and Mrs. ing
given at Dobbins AFB, —
Vera Clark. The narrator will Ga., Homestead
AFB, Fla.,
be Mrs. Daisy Page, chairman and Bates Field
at Mobile,
of the Area Center committee. Ala.
(AN YOU USE,
Mrs. Gracie A Lewis is the Air Reserve
technicians are
area program director.
MORE
full-time civilian employees
who are also members of the
Air Reserve Unit in which
they are employed
--t
GROUND FLOOR •
Full instructions on how to
STERICK BUILDING
When outstanding carriers The Orchettes, Inc., a young apply may be obtained from
-WHEItt .fOLKS Ella YOU
of the Tri-State Defender are professional women's club, the Civil Service office in
GET PREFERENTIAL „
mentioned, the name of Jerry has made plans to present Memphis located on Front St.,
SERVICEBrown, 13, a seventh grader "The Ramsey Lewis Trio" in or from the personnel office
the
at
Memphis
airport.
at Hamilton school, is includ- concerts I and II Sunday, May
ed. He is the son of Mr, and 3, at Currie's Club Tropicana
Mrs. B. Brown of 1825 Cas-.at 5 p.m. and ti p.m., respectalia St. Apt. 4.
tively.
Wholesome Recreation
••••••••********••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••;
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YWCA Area Center
To Give Fashion
Show Thursday

To Be Honored
At Fashion Show

Civil Service
To Give Exams
For Pilots Here

CASH:?

Good Carrier

Club To Present

CITY FINANCE

'Sunday Concerts

Moonlite Sale Thursday
Open til 10:00 p.m.
APRIL 23rd to MAY 2nd!

ROLLER SKATING

Stunning Selection.,

EARRINGS
and NECKLACES
33C

Saturday: 1:30-3:30 - Sunday 3-5

Who puts
true cherry flavor
in vodka?
DARK CYCS
that's who!

FATHER BERTRAND HIG.H SCHOOL
GYMNASIUM
1169 Kerr
Price: 50 cents

And orange and lime and
rape and lemon and mint,
too ... each added to the
world's finest vodka. Just
Pour over ice, add a mixer
if you wish, and enjoy.
Yo• u'll live
every wild
erful minute
excitementl
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• Easiest Terms

O

Negro Digest

11121 S INMAN DI • MACE IS Ill.

• White and Pastel
Shades
• Sizes 5-M-L

• Rubber
Insole Sole—roan,
• Sizes 5 to
10
Including Half
Sizes
• Block and
Wh;te
Sailcloth ... or
Blue Denim.

• Lowest Prices

The Negroes have
a power elite aim- At your
llar to the power elite of the whiles.
*These two power groups often inter- newsstand
block. Who are the Negro members? or send
':,'What part do they play in this high 50( and
stakes power struggle? Read the names we will
rd roles in AprIl NEGRO DIGEST. mail your
copy
to you

PANTIES

* Canvas
* Lifetime
Aluminum

7o PROOF • PlIF PARED AND IFOTTLED so
CLEAR SPRING DISTILLING CO CLERMONT 00

t•

ACETATE

AWNINGS

DARK EYES FRUIT FLAVORED VODKA

The odds against interracial marriage are extremely high . . . the total number
interracial marriages is extremely low. Why? Are there laws toofprevent
a Negro from marrying a white? Is it the Negro who is advocatirg
mixed marriage? Read this excellent and factual account by Rev.
• Charles If. King Jr. of the Liberty Baptist Church in Evansville,
Indiana, as appearing in April NEGRO DIGEST.

Cool, Comfortable...

FOR TOP QUALITY, LOW PRICE, QUICK
SERVICE BE SURE TO GET OUR ESTIMATE
;ERRE YOU BUY
i
il
I
CUSTOM TAILORED DRAPERIES
II
i
and SLIP COVERS
I ,
1
•Window Shades •Venetian & Vertical Blinds I
1
• Floor Coverings • Rugs • Carpets I
I
I IF YOU WANT TOP QUALITY MERCHANDISE ATI
▪ THE LOWEST PRICE AND THE EASIEST TERMS,:
i
I PICK UP YOUR TELEPHONE AND CALL
1
I
I
I

WILLIAM
,

1LS

7.

I

I
.
✓

216 S. Pauline

Tel. BR 6-4431 I

ii. Oa MB INI MI NM IN In UM UM M M IIIM IMO IN UN 11 111111

35c POUND

Rich, Delicious...

OCONUT "BON-BONS")r:F1
• PLASTICS
• BALLS
• FRICTION TOYS
• BOOKS
• MECHANICAL TOYS • SQUEEZE TOYS

$10*

P11111111
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African President Tranfers
The president of Liberia, other groups.
West Africa, W. V. S. Tubman, In a ritualistic ceremony in
turned over to the National the Zorzor District 5, clan
Baptist Convention, USA, Inc., chiefs came together under the
100,000 acres of his native Paramount Chief ,Yakpazda
soil in a land grant move re- Guzeh, and made Dr. Jackson
cently. Receiving the grant a paramount chief of their
was the president of the Con- district. In a reception in his
vention, Dr. J. H. Jackson, honor on April 9, Dr. Jackson
who initially offered to pur- was given Liberia's highest
chase the land.
honors to a visitor by Presi"The Lord giveth and the i known to all of us had a simInfluencing the grant was dent Tubman. He decorated in i
Lord hath taken away!"
the philosophy of "Operation a ceremony of state.
ilar experience. The Bible tells
—Job us that Job was the richest
As an expression of appreProduction" mutually shared
by President Tubman and Dr. ciation of the philosophy of I
A few days ago I was talk- man in the East. Then—then
production as advocated by
Jackson.
ing with a young man. Up
he lost his flocks,
in Liberia as the Dr. Jackson, and his avowed
until a few nights ago every- ,it happened
TEACHER OF YEAR
guest of the Baptits of Li- willingness to cooperate and,
thing was going along nicely ihe lost his barns, he lost his
,
"Operation
e
h
t
of the fifth annual
the
strengthen
of
Winner
boasted
He
wife's
R.
W.
and
life.
his
finally
beria
and
President
his
children,
in
i
Hathaway Award of
Tolbert, who is vice-president Production" program of Pre-5'
money he had in the bank, devotion was lost to the deof the Republic, Dr. Jackson dent Tubman, a loud acclaim'the National Society for the
the little spending change he gree that she asked him to
visited and addressed many was given to him.
had in the house, and his
Prevrntion of Blindness, Inc..
curse God and die. At this
plans of the future.
the college I Is Mrs. Edna Conen Revels, a
to
projects
their
Then 'in the quietness of'low, low level in life Job
stulibrary on either Friday, April teacher of partially seeing
the early morning someone listened to the analysis of his
N. C.S.
Winston-Salem,
in
and
dents
25,
April
Saturday,
or
24,
yelled, "Fire! Fire! Fire!" friends as to his condition.
return for them on Monday,! The award is presented an-`
'MISS EASTER PARADE' CROWNED
Until he heard the popping of
within him was
April
I nually by NSPB to the "Teach-,
and at right, Mrs.
Reed,
model,
Robert
the wood very close to him- •But deep
was
St.
Sydney
1605
of
Hayes
Brenda
Miss
Miss
The 27e.xhibtion is open to Cr of the Year for Partially
dierctor.
choral
Nelson,
self it never dawned upon growing a new awareness of
Mildred
by
1964"
of
Parade
Easter
crowned "Miss
lice
public.
subv
Seeing Children" in the United
the isp
him that the house in which the goodness of God to him.
Hayes will receive a free trip to the Nathe Memphis Youth Fellowship Choral
is States.
Jones
Lois
he was living was on fire. The ADVERSITIES NEEDED
Inc.,
Choirs,
Gospel
of
Convention
tional
on
crown
Union, and seen here placing the
only thing that he could do
president of the chapter, and
this summer in Hartford, Conn., and the
It was at this point that he
her head is Mrs. Edna Powell. Also present,
was to get himself and his
Mrs. Fannie Taylor is chairWorld's Fair in New York City.
Jones,
Gwendolyn
had
Miss
given
are
God
that
realized
left
from
out.
Omega
family
The Beta Epsilon
man of the project.
"Miss NDCC of 1964," who was a guest
In a few minutes his clothes, and God 'had taken away. Adchapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Usher 6.rd, Deaconess.
Mother of Chards,
those of his wife and children, mittedly, it was a bitter lessorority is presenting a "ShowNorse., Missionary,
and the money he had in the son to learn but it was a lesing of Student Art" in the
Prayer land
house were all a pile of ashes. son, nevertheless.
Hollis F. Price Library at LeNylon, Dacron, Colton,
AP that he had was memories
Sunday,
on
college
planned.
Moyne
is
pastor's
office;
Poplin, Silos 3 to 32
HUMBOLDT -- A two-year tary's office;
There must come into each
of what he had planned to do.
bag,Short end 3,4 Si....
April 26, between 5 and 7
of our lives adversities that building program will climax youth lounge and lady's In charge of dedication are:
CLOSER NOW
p.m.
Miff FOR 11111153
April 26, when St. lounge; library; private pray- L. G. Bonds, chairman of
' The Ward 21-3 Democratic
AND OINANIIAliONS
He talked with, thismin- will enable us to once again Sunday,
Students will display ce- 'club has made plans to hold a
church dedicates er chapel; mechanical room building . committee; Henry
ister a few days ago and reexamine ourselves to the James Baptist
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drawings
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Croom,
the
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at
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building.
meeting
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Croom,
educational
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point that we will set out
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and both oil and water color of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Morwhich
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plant,
Ledford,
educational
The
rooms.
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rest
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again in new directions.
whole episode
$30,000, has
ville, Flem Thomas, W. F. paintings. Originality is the ris, 981 Alaska St., April 23, SPRINGER FASNION UNIFORMS
Presently services- are behe is at a point in life where The one most poignant state- costs more than
AS Whitehall it., LW.
701 H 31.,N.E,
kitchen;
,at 8 p.m. Democrats in the Washia
a
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me
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life takes
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fellow- ing
s, The students will deliver I ward are urged to attend.
Vera
Burn
Miss
Bryson,
purpose
all
large
Itwo
now
has
He
the
meanings.
his
moistened
with'
completed,
eye
new
the sanctuary is
and
reached a point in life where ,eyes and said, "Preacher, it 'ship rooms; one for youth
which is scheduled for midare parlife is something far more could have been worse." How one for adults, which
fall'
fascinating and valuable than motile it is that we can look titioned off on Sundays for
The Rev. A. J. King, formhe had ever dreamed. He at life at its lowest ebb and various department of the , er pastor of the church and
secrestated now that losing his cry out, ''It could have been church school; church
_ _
pastors Union Baptist church
'house has bound him and his worse!" But even at midnight
Pensacola, Fla., as guest
family more closely together in our experiences we can
speaker at 11 A.M. and 9 P.M.
always look back and see
than they had ever been.
A guided tours through the
He told this minister that he where it could have been
plant following each services
at last has found out who his worse.
Speaks
oman
friends are. What a bitter way , Only God sent a man along
to find out, but this happens:that way to sound the warn,
every now and then to all of ,ing
of the house on fire that
US.
!resulted in him and his famiAn Oklahoma woman, Mrs.
well
Years ago, a man
.ly being saved. In the same Frances L. D. Guess, discussed
:token of thinking only God "Maintaining Balance in an
has sent a man along our way Unbalanced World" during a
uman Rights To „ keep us from being alco- recent tea at the home of Mr.
holies, dope addicts, prison- and Mrs. Colbert Storey, 2504
ers, or something even worse. perry Rd. The tea was soonOut of the depth of our dark- sored by Mt. Pisgah CME
est hours God has stepped into !church's Usher Board No. 1.
of our lives, chased
Mrs. Guess, of Okmulgee,
away the gloom and made us Okla., has worked in church
whole again.
circles many years. She is the
When the Memphis-Shelby
sister of Mrs. M. B. Whiteside,
County Interdenominational
an instructor of Rust College
Ministers Alliance meet Monin Holly Springs, Miss., who
day. April 27, at the Sarah
I was also guest at the tea.
Mrs. Sampson Allen is presAutomobile, Furniture
Mississippi Blvd., a panel dis•
of the usher board.
ident
Signature
meetcussion is planned. The
Thor• Is a reason why people
ing is set for 11 am.
lik• to do business with us. You,
Topic of the panel is "The
too, will Ilk• our courteous treatChristian's Contribution in the
m•nt and d•sirs to help you.
Thursday and Friday
”Open
Human Rights Struggle." PanNights Until 7:00 P.M.
elists will include Rev. Gene
Saturdays 9,00 to T:00
The Women's Fellowship,
Ethride. a Presbyterian pastor:
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Rev. Peter Crawford, an AME Second Congregational church
The Laymen's Fellowship Horne Owned - Horne Operated
pastor; Carl Carson, an Epis- will meet in Love Hall on SunDIXIE
of Seco nd Congregational
copal layman: and Jesse H. day April 26 at 5 P.M. M .
monthly
its
held
church
FINANCE COMPANY
Velma Slaughter will lead the
Turner, a Baptist layman.
meeting at Love Hall on April
''W• lik• to soy yea to your
Moderator of the panel will worship service. For the pro- 21,
loon r•querst'
Professor John Cook of the
he Rev. S. A. Owen, pastor of gram feature, will be Miss
Examined and Supervised by
Department of History, Le•
D•portm•nt of
Metropolitan Baptist church. Anita Hull Gregson, formerly
Stat•
the
Moyne college, was. the disInsurance and Banking.
Presiding will be Rev. John a Protestant missionary in
cussion leader. Hosts for the
2 LOCATIONS
C. Mickle. prsident of the Al- India and Pakistan, who will
meeting were Dr. Hollis F.
liance.
speak on life in India and Price and Edwin Prater, pres- 161 S. Main, JA 7-8581
Pakistan. She will illustrate ident. The Rev. John Charles 152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
her remarks with colored
Mickle is pastor.
slides. Hostesses for the meet(11
ing will be Mrs. Ruth Watson,
Mrs. Louise Whittaker, Mrs.
*ender ettoe
Bernice Williams, Mrs. Mildred
home delivered
Williams, and Miss Ruth Wilmilk
liams. Mrs. Callie Stevens president announces committee
Ichairmen for the year as foleach time you buy 2 half-gallons of
Ward Chapel AME church,
lows: Spiritual Life — MI
1125 S. Parkway East has
Velma Slaughter, program —
planned to celebrate its anMrs. Diana Hayes, thank offer11111
nual Men's Day Sunday. April
ing — Mrs. Eva Little. friend26. The featured speaker at a
ly
Effie
service
—
Flagg.
Mrs.
3 p.m. program will be Rev.
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
WilW. Herbert Brewster, pastor Love hall — Mrs. Bernice
.
Mrs.
An—
liams.
hospitality
of East Trigg Baptist church.
• Lunch will be served at noon 'nie Lee Jennings, nominating
by members of the church's — Mrs. Gladys Sharp, bazaar
— Mrs. Lois Hargraves, good
Eveready club.
Charles Walker is chairman cheer — Mrs. A. S. Hunnicutt.
of the celebration. Rev. R. L. •The Rev. John C. Mickle
McRae is the church's pastor. pastor.
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St. James Church To Dedicate New Education Bldg.
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—Quick Loans—

Prof. John Cook
Addresses Men's
Church Group
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Ward Chapel To
Observe Men's
Day, April 26

Coupon Series #1 Good thru April 25th
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MIDWEST MILK

rTi CART HOME SAVINGS!

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

Reconditioned
TV's
Free
Service & Warranty
Immediate Delivery
Regardless of Credit

Easy Terms
Call 278-0781

MUNTZ
TV
245 No. Clov•land St.

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS

CUSTOM

BHS
INC.

248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320
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"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask For And
Creates What You Think Of"
Memphis,

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
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Chicago Sets Example
In Home Rehabiliation

Other People's

BUSINESS
•

B A L FOSTER

By JOHN PIERSON
WASHINGTON — (UPI) Chicago

Executive Director, Cosmopolitan Chamber :f Commerce

The FHA sets the income
has become levels for the houses. In Chithe proving ground for a new approach to the rehabili- cago it has defined middleincome families as those of
tation of run-down housing.
Mug Integrate
The federal government is helping a private or- two persons with an annual
Throughout t h e discussion of school integration, o e imeanization fix up old houses and then make them income of $7,150 to those of
poi tent factor is partially overlooked.
available to middle - income ,
- - ---- --- six with $10,600. FHA also
It is vitally important that people during the most impresdetermines the rents on the
families—but with little or 1 Ho„ing
sional period of their !fees have normal relationships and
Administration. The refurbished houses.
no increase in rent,
share common exeeriences if they are to learn to live,
foundation was set up by laplay,
ne Kate Marement Fenn
'dustrialist Arnold Marmon, In almost all the projects.
work and worship together.
dation is doing the buying in memory of his mother.
rents have gone up no more
When children are separated, they do not develop a respect
with the advice of the Federal
The non-profit group plans than $25 a month. One buildor high regard for each other and are easily influenced to acto buy houses at the rate of ingeven got a small reduc BUY THE DOZEN
cept a ruperior or inferior status. False images are prepetuata week in the parts of lion.
The men who make the big wheels rotate
ed.
are: Leo Horowitz. of Cornell Steel City
So tar the government has
town
where most of the buildfor the Old Crow ('ompany in Chicago.
The concept that al: Negroes are inherently inferior becomes
Distributors: Ed Burg and Leroy Pryor of
logs were built before 1905. iangvrenelvding
to insure 12 projects
ended a happy, two-day session cementing
a fixation among white people who have no opportunity
Gold
Seal;
Arthur
MeNitt
and Bev Wilder
to
,200 units with
The FHA insures the mortplans for the next six months- They are
learn better and the belief that all white people are prejuor National Distillers; W. K. Hamm. vice
,gage at a rate of interest well mortgages totaling more than
ailiced and are potent,ial lynchers, prevails among Negroes
(front row from left to righti John Rockpresident of National Distillers, and WalThe American housewife isj below what the market de- VI million.
lin, Skip Shields, Erwin Madniek, and Apr
IPvhen they don't have contacts which refute it.
ter Mitchell of Gold seal. The fake rocket an impulsive creature, which! mands. Currently this means Other private organizations
Siegel of Gold Seal Liquors. Inc., and Bill
in background Is headed upward — which, may explain why about 76 per3 1-8 per cent instead of 6 per have shown interest in the
Take Positive Steps
Hammond of Cornell Steel City Distribuby the way, is the same way sales here cent of her purchases in super-cent.
Maremont idea.
markets are made on impulse. The mortgage is eventually
tors. standing tall (from left to right
For the sake of future race to work with and for people
are zooming.
Prior
to
the
picked
opening of the
up by FHA's sister orrelations, the Board of Educe- may plan a future with t h
recent National Premium Buy- ganization, the Federal Nalion must take positive steps Wage and Hour and Public
ar, happy to extend this opExposition here, it was tional Mortgage Association.
to integrate our schools re-,Contracts Divisions of that Deportunity.
said that manufacturers want- which has • special fund for
gardless of what is necessary.'partment of Government.
A sluggish pick-up could jog to build up the 24 per cent ? this kind of project.
The future of Chicago and the "The Fair Labor Standard,
mean the rings are ripe for re- group of planned purchase by The mortgage covers the
future of America depends en- Act provides for minimum
placement. Heavy, blue exhaust housewives should consider purchase price of the building
tirely upon the extent that Ne- wage, overtime pay, child labor
"I
only
smoke
had
the
car a week and I need a new valve
when you acceleratelusing premiums. "Premiums and the expense of fixing it
gro and white children go to standards and prohibits: wage
job!" "The motor is shot!" "It uses a quart of oil every rapidly is a danger signal. Look t help motivate housewives to up. So far, rehabilitation costs
school together,
tdiscrimination on the basis of
around seek out specific brand name are running at about $3,000 a
An attractive brochure issued sex, for employment in inter- , 100 miles!"
for heav
seals,
products in supermarkets," it Unit.
by the United States Depart-istate commerce or in the proThey complain to the Chicago Better Business transmission
More
than
two
inches
of was decared•
ment of Labor captioned duction of goods for such Bureau with predictable regularity -- teenagers, men
In most instances the mort"free" play either way in the
"Career Opportunities As a commerce and for employ- and women, clutching their,
gage is for 30 years.
steering
wheel
may
indicate
Wage-Hour Investigator" de-Iment in certain large enter-1 "papers" and clammering to'
tails how a person who likes prises engaging in commerce." tell how "They were gypped." Why then should anyone ox- loose or excessively worn parts
pact the car to run trouble free
They are the buyers of "as is" the same as a new car? Unless in the steering mechanism.
Check the speedometer readContract Act
used cars,
you buy a car that is guaran.
But the stories they tell teed in writing by reputable ing. Does the mileage stated
"The Walsii-Healey Public Contracts Act proadigestor minia
mum wase, overtone, child labor and safety and health stan- cause one to wonder if I h•dealer you may well expect appear to be factual when cum
pared to the general condition
& for employment on Government supply contr a c t s, buyer of the car who is now some share of trouble and ex- and
model-year of the car?
Reuben N. Vaughn, regional
complaining, used his head to pense.
ounting to more than $10,000."
Try the doors. A loose. Hopp%
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Au- director of Bigger and Better
An estimated "e million wage earners employed in about begin with. This is not to ex- When you are trading in handle or a hard to close
Hair James Baldwin urged that Business for Phi Beta Sigma
cuse lies, false claims and your old
car on a later model often indicate heavy use. Check
1,100,000 establishments are engaged in employment covered downright
:lireadeNeawn York World's Fair be Fraternity, of the Great Lakes
misrepresentation
NAMED MANAGER
.•
upholstery,
by the Fair Labor Standards Act which has been in existeneet This
Region, will be guest speaker,
e
keptis never condoned. But,I pairs, do you tell the dealer looking
'arena" to dramatize Sunday, April 26,
Daniel
B. Lyons, 34. was apupholstery — if it p.
since 1938. The Public Contracts Act was passed in 1938. These certainly, a buyer has
at
3:30 P.M.
some
laws are t w o of the most important Federal labor standards obligation to 1 o o k, listen, in- everything that is wrong? In original equipment — indioate, t the world the Negro struggle Carter
Metropolitan
CME pointed manager of the Greyall honesty it is not likely, care by the former owner
for equal rights.
Church, Detroit.
hound Van Lines, Inc., operalaws.
, spect, try out, shop around, Why? Because you want a high
Inspect the paint. Many „This is the first time in Vaughn, formerly a resident tions and traffic division. The
To enforce these laws requires approximately 1,000 investi- and do a little plain reasoning trade-in price and the lowest repaint
jobs are not wellof Detroit now living in Chi- van lines is a subsidiary of
gators in mon than 300 cities who engage in field activities, for himself. No one is forcing price you can get on the car "masked."
American
,
history," he said,
They may cover recago, where he is assistant
I him to buy.
basically investigative work.
you are buying.
paired body damage. Major that the American people will agency director of the Chicago Greyhourld's Chicago-based naThese divisions are vitally interested in attracting educated,I A used caris a car
Larceny in the hearts of some body work resulting from a have to deal with this problem and Gary Area for Supreme tionwide moving and storage.
t former used cars buyers may be at the serious
capable persons and the Cosmopolitan Chamber of Commerce•eise doesn't; want. Its
accident can often be before the world."
Life Insurance Company of Robert R. C. Miller, Greyhound
president, said the appointhas accepted the responsibility of assisting the Labor Depart-!owner tdidn t stand around and bottom of some quick trades. detected Iron underneath the Baldwin, at a news confer- Ameeica.
;
tell
the dealer everything that Yet some buyers, when they car. Fresh welding
ment.
ence
ment was the first of several
here, indicated he was
While
burns,
residing
in
Detroit,
was
wrong
with
it.
run into trouble, claim t h e joints which do not match, a opposed to the. timing, but, Vaughn was active in civic, steps being taken currently te
Investigators interview employees; examine payroll, time
salesman mislead them.
new radiator, front suspension not the intent, of plans to church, and fraternity organi- keep trace with the subsidiary's
and personnel records; negotiate with employers as well as
You can't expect the dealer to components, or gas tank should block traffic to the fair on zations.
with officers and legal representatives of large corporations:
rapidly expanding coast-totear a car down and rebuild it be viewed with suspicion.
opening day, April 22.
advise etsployers or how to comply with provisions of the
Vaughn is a Life-Member of coast service.
all new parts and still There is really no excuse, "I want the world to be Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity.
law and consult with labor union officials, Sounds interesting
give you a bargain at r o c k other than outright misrepre- here," he said. "Part of our Bigger and Better Business is a
and exciting, doesn't it?
A commemorative symbol, bottom prices. It just
isn't sentation, for any buyer of a salvation is that the world be national movement of Phi Beta
illustrating the old and t,h e ? possible. Repairs, if
substantial, used ear not to understand ? here to witness."
Sigma Fraternity end is celeTop U. S. Jobs
new in the tire industry, nas:will have to be added to
the just what he is buying, if he "Provincial A m e r i - brated annually.
What about wages? D.perid.:a half years an investiqator been developed by the Cooper selling price.
We pick up any stray or
will stop kicking the tires and cans," Belawin continued" will James Grant of Detroit is
lilts naturally, upon the gush- may move from $4.690 to $8.410 Tire & Rubber Company for Any used car sold "as is" is a start using
have to deal with themselves national director of the moveunwonted animals
his
head.
anniversary
50th
ficatinns of the applicants, new per year. But that isn't all. The use in its?
risk to the buyer. This risk
s* they have never before. Let ment. 0. B. Krouse, is chairAnimal Welfare League
investigators may be hired at next promotion is GS-12 at celebration.
can best be determined by a Robin
in."
world
the
man of Xi Beta Sigma chapHooders
Call NOrmal 7-0089
her GS-5 or GS-7 Civil Serv- $9,980. Then follows GS-13 at The symbol shows the latest "test drive," preferably by a
Baldwin did not say what ter's program.
e grades — $4.690 or $5,795. $11,725 and on to GS-15 and a model„ premium tire, the Life- good mechanic. Most dealers , uNOTTINGHAM,
England — part, if any, he will take in
pi)
After a six-month on the salary of $19,270 in the region. liner, set against a tire such as
— A civic watchdog planned demonstrations at the
those manufactured in 1914.1
job training program, investiga- office.
committee of this city—tradi- fair,
tors go from GS-5 to GS-7 and Officers of the Cosmopolitan he captions ca anention t KI.Ow Your ..egro History :ional center of many of the
lengendary Robin Hood's exafter 1 year may go to GS-9 at Chamber of Commerce are as- "Cooper 50th Anniversary" and
,our,der
$7,030 per year. They may then sured that there will be ab- "Miles Ahead . . . Since 1914." The Negro spirit is said to ploits—was shocked by a re- Know Your Negro History
profouno.e
influenced
the port that said more break-in At the middle of the 20th
become eligible ,for promotion solutely no discrimination be- The symbol has been design- have
II
Rit
Zta
ir I
Bonne
musk
Auric,
Satic,
of
offenses here were committed century, more than 10,000 colto the journeyman Wage-Hour cause of race and this writer ed to reflect Cooper's half cen,ger, Milhaud, Poulenc and Tal- by boys under 14 than older lege degrees were being
Investigator. GS-11, $8,410.
(
,
4 ,r441r,
urges college graduates to con- tory of progress in the rubber,
industry.
thaferro.
age groupe,
awarded annually to Negroes.
Thus, in the span of two and sider these opportunities.
_
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New Bank
In mentioning the proposed bank which is being organized
yb Negroes with a sprinkling of whites, bossman Chuck Stone
asks to what extent Negroes will prove themselves grown up
by giving such a financial venture the proper support.
I can assure the Defender's executive editor that the success of such a bank is assured. Chicago Negroes have always
rallied to business enterprises. Negro-owned a n d operated
banks are not new to Chicagoans.
Me Binge State and Douglas National banks flourished for
several decades and were patronized by both white and Negro business enterprises.
Their combined assets were greater than the combined assets
a all other Negro-owned banks in America at that time. I
liffedict that the new bank venture will be welcomed with open
arms.

100 single white sheets
(50 imprinted, 50 plain)
50 envelopes .... $1.50
Informal notes, 36 notes
(imprinted with one line
only) 36 envelopes, not
imprinted
S(65
Send check or money order

Membership Dinnel
Wade Perkins., vice-president'young people seeking positions
for Revenue and Membership of through the Fuller-C C of C
Employment Service
thi Cosmopolitan Chamber an- tFree
?offices which will be Ricated
flounces that the 1964 annual the South Center building. in
Membership Banquet will be Besides' Miss Frye, organizers
held at McCormick Place, Oct. are Assistant School Superin16, with the most spectacular dendent Louise Daughtery, Arprogram ever staged by that line Adams, Allied Amusement
distinguished
3I-year old Co.; Loretta Bryant, Service
business organization.
Federal, Wilhelmina Shepherd,
'A small group of very seri- DaSable distributive education
outs chamber members met program; Mrs. Julia Futtrell,
Miss Martha H. Frye to develop Lewis A. H. Caldwell, Walter
plgns for a new organization Carter, Cortez-Peters Business
which will provide advisers for College and this writer.

rreedom Fund
,I hope that every member of the Chamber
will purchase tickets for the NAACP Freedom Fund dinner,
May 14
-Tickets are 05, but this yean in addition to dinner, guests
II be treated to an all-star program in the Arie Crown thea-

Fashion
Post Office Box 311
Memphis, Tenn.

NEWSMEN IN ACTION AT FAMU WORKSHOP
A team of working newsmen, representing some of the
nation's leading publications, look over "The Workshoper,"
workshop publication of Florida A&M University during
production clinic at the school. From left, Howard Woods,
executive editor, St. Louis Argus; Cecil Newman, editorPublisher, Minneapolis Spokesman and St. Paul Recorder;

Really Makes Your
FEET Feel GOOD...

Garth Reeves, managing editor, Miami Herald; C. Sumner Stone, editor-in-chief, Chicago Daily Defender; Lowell Brendle, enterprise writer and featured columnist,
The St. Petersburg Times, and Clifford Mackey, editor,
Afro American Newspapers.

1NENE111117

American Airlines HeadStates Open Job Policy

Marion Sadler, president of I He said, "But signing up our share. Shrugging off this consequences neither you nor
American Airlines, in a policy isn't enough: we must be sure responsibility could lead to I ovant."
`Sadler pointed out to t h e
. 'teve Allen will be the West Coast MC assisted by Lena letter to his employees boast- that we fulfill our pledge.
'employees that American Airmo while Ed Sullivan will MC from New York with the ed that AA was the first which we are determined to
do."
lines has made a good start in
h lp of Sammy Davis. Others scheduled are Sidney Portier, domestic Airline to join the
noted in the letter that
the past year, "but this is only
izabeth Taylor, Marlon Brando and Duke Ellington. Of spe- Plan for Progress Program He
and to support the President's American Airlines' decision
a start."
cial interest to Midwesterners will be the presentation of Chi- campaign for equal employ- to practice fair employment
"Our goal is not to provide
o-born Gloria Foster who is making such a hit in "In White ment opportunity,
token employment of minority
must be "understood a n d
esica."
followed by all employees
groups." Sadler continued.
without equivocation."
(What we want and what we
!Chicago is prieui of her daughter, Gloria Foster.
ing solidly, with southern
will insist on is true equality
*Another affair' which Chamber members are urged to gross with a limitedh' ' I. Equal employment opporof opportunity for those apply+port is a dinner honoring Dr. Edward Spading, retired and with white northerners !unity is morally right, and v,,
ing for jobs and those holding
piresident Roosevelt University by a committee headed by voting one in every four f o r are pledged to do what is right.
jobs — the sole criterion to be
segregation, democracy as it re- 2. Equal employment oppor
Ames E. Stamps.
essential to the sue '
7 the ability of the employee to
lates to Negroes would be dead.,tunitY? is
1
do the work."
Let's face the facts. Wallace'cess of the .company a n d to
allace In Wis.
econom
of the
lf
He said, "Excellence of servis right when he says that he the
orge C. Wallace, the little This confirms, my prediction'scored
company
nor
Neither
a
ice, not creed or color has
a victory. If he is nation.
if American people
it who serves as Governor that
full
can
nation
grow
ifs
to
made our company America's
nominated even by a th i rd a
the benighted Alabama, who through secret ballot yoted to
leading airline."
party he has a good chance of strength unless it makes max only admits, but boasts take away from Negroes the defeating
it
imum use of its resources, and
Concluding his letter, Sadanyone nominated
t he does not believe Amen- rights which are now guarao- either by the
inhosnres..C.111;CIP is more important
ler wrote, "Our desire for conDemocratic
and
Negroeti should have the teed under our constitution,
tinued excellence must be the
Republican parties including. , the human one.
t and privileges of Amen- Negroes would no longer have
sole guideline. We expect
'Our government," Sadler
Johnson
and
Rockefeller
—
and yid, "cannot handle thes prohcitizenship, got 261,148 those rights.
every employee to dedicate
MARION SADLER
es in the Wisconsin primary. With white southerners vot- all the rest.
his efforts to this end."
lem alone; all of us must do 1
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI STATE AREA

Mother's Letter

Notwithstanding
Thaddeus T. Stokes
'YOUR RURAL,RURAL WAYS'
Do you know the easiest way
to determine the city boy and
girl from their country cousins?
The easiest way to make that
determination in Memphis is by
using the water test. The water
test is rain.
Last Sunday afternoon I was
all set to moderate a forum on
"Who Is Failing The School
Dropouts — Parents, Teachers
or Society in General?" when
the rains came. The bottom fell
out of the forum. The rain washed it up.
The four panelists — at a
great sacrifice, weathered the
down-pour of the warm April
rain and arrived on time.
We waited anxiously for the
crowd to arrive. We waited 10
minutes, 20 minutes and when
it was 30 minutes beyond the
scheduled starting time for the
forum, Miss Addie Golden, president of the church organization
which sponsors the monthly
for u m, embarrassingly announced to the guest panelists
and the estimated 10 persons who
had arrived: "I'm very sorry,
but we must postpone this forum
until next Sunday. Thank you
very much for coming."
DROPS OF RAIN
Thus! Our beautifully planned
forum at which we had worked
so hard was washedup because
of a few drops of rain.
I am not pretending that I was
alarmed over the fact that the
rain caused the forum to flop
miserably. I am not even pretending that I was totally unaware that the slighest rain in
Memphis will cause the best
planned affair to fall flat on its
face before the almighty God
of Rain. But I am seeking a logical reason for absenting onitowN

from an important indoor activity everytime it rains. Even if
the once popular song "Everytime It Rains, It Rains Pennies
From Heaven" were true, an
overwhelming majority of Memphians would be penniless if they
were required to venture out of
doors in the rain to pick up a
few of thog'e Oennies being
rained from heaven.
Now let me explain the water
test, that reminds me of the
adage which says "You can get
the boy out of the country, but
you can't get the country out of
the boy."
WHEN IT RAINS
The country boy as well as
those corn-fed girls, bow before
the God of Rain. The city boy
waiks or rides with the God of
Rain. In other words simple
rains don't stop a city boy or
girl — man or woman — from
carrying on planned activities.
It is very practical for a country
boy to stop plowing, hoeing,
walking, etc., when it rains.
The inability to "get the country out of the boy." prevents him
from divesting himself of his
rural ways despite the fact that
he lives in a urban center. Even
the fact that he has acquired all
of the latest rain gear and a wellkept automobile, he will not venture outside during rainy weather.
I hasten to emphasize one
point. This is not degrading the
country boy or girl. It is very obvious why rain would curtail
his or her movement — circumstances beyond control. However,
the urban boy or girl is not faced
with the same uncontrollable
conditions.
I am for c ed to say to the
would-be urbanites in Memphis,
that rain brings out your rural-....rx•vrav•

be he Jew or Negro or of whatever race, a fair chance and a
square deal.

The month was January. The
year was 1928. A mother, with
three sons who Were away at
college, sat down and wrote a
letter which, in a few, poignantly sincere words, expressed
something she had held in her
heart for some time. She wrote:

The Wallace Raid
endum that "will send a good
message both to the Congress
and to the two national parties."
Wisconsin Gov. John W. Reynolds has an intriguing postmortem explanation. He says:
"It just goes to show what we've
known all along. There are
prejudiced people in the North
as well as in the South."
There are those who discount
the political significance of the
Wallace vole in Wisconsin. We,
however, are inclined to the
view that the Southern bloc in
the Senate will pounce upon this
unexpected result as conclusive
evidence of the unpopularity of
the civil rights bill even in the
North where sentiments for the
measure are presumed to be
favorable.
This argument by itself may
not turn the table egainst the
bill. But, when used along side
with the determined drive in
such strategic metropolitan centers as Chicago and New York
calling Civil Rights, Civil
Wrongs—the net effort may be
a drastically emasculated bill.
Should Gov. Wallace mount
a similar raid in the Indiana and
Maryland primaries next month,
the Administration may take a
second look at its position in the
battle for equality. If President
Johnson's advisors whisper into
his ears that there does not appear to be sufficient mass support for the major provisions of
the civil rights bill, he may be
backed into a strategic compromise.
Any such retreat would be
politically inexpedient from the
point of view of the Negro vote.
And, mind you, that vote today,
more than ever, represents the
balance of power. No Presidential candidate can have a clear
and -unquestioned victory without it.
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Alabama Governor George
C. Wallace's massive vote in the
Wisconsin's election of 46 delegates to the Democratic National Convention, surprised many
people outside of the. state of
Wisconsin and embarrassed some
politicians in Washington.
Indeed the size of the vote
was astonishing to Wallace himself. He was heard to say that
"anything" he got in the way of
votes would be a victory. And
he got in excess of 261,000 votes.
This is quite an accomplishment for a man who has been
denounced as a purveyor of evil
deeds by an overwhelming number of the state's clergymen.
Wisconsin's major Catholic publications utilized all the permissive invectives against Wallace, calling him everything except a child of God.
Catholic priests, Protestant
ministers jointly mobilized their
forces to stop and defeat the
Alabama racist. Their efforts
were nullified by the lily-white
Republicans who crossed over
their party line, along with other Negro haters, to vote for Wallace.
Wisconsin has the single ballot, names of candidates of both
parties appear on a single sheet.
This enables voters to switch
from one party to the other as
they see fit, without disclosing
their political identity.
Wallace had the active backing of a number of non-political
organizations. Notably among
them was the Liberty Amendment League, an organization
which seeks repeal of the Federal Income Tax Law.
Both parties now challenge
the Southern segregationist's
triumphant assertion that winning nearly 25 per cent of the
total vote cast in the traditionally orogressive Badger state
constitutes a grass-roots refer-

.
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"It is to the disgrace of America that horrible lynchings and
race riots frequently occur in
our midst. The social ostracism
of the Jew is less brutal, and yet _
it often causes cruel injustice
and must engender in the Jews
a smouldering fire of resentment.

"Dear John, Nelson and Laurance:

))
4404.30J1110s•P
..--4416.71
t doeritr-Aearttal,...•

"For a long time I have had
very much on my mind and
heart a certain subject. I meant
to bring it up at prayers and
then later have it for a question
to be discussed at a family council; but the right time, because
of your father's illness, has
never seemed to come.
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"Out of my experience and
observation has grown the earnest conviction that one of the
greatest causes of evil in the
world is race hatred or race
prejudice; in other words, the
feeling of dislike that a person
or a nation has against another
person or nation without just
cause, an unreasoning aversion
is another way to express it.

Only In America
By HARRY GOLDEN
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Cloaks And Suits
The Eastern European Jew
who came to America in the
years between 1880 and 1920
contributed much to the selfesteem and happiness of the
American woman. He made her
the best-dressed woman in the
world.
The remarkable thing is that
he did this even before he learned to speak the language.
In the 1880's the wife and
daughter of the average workingman wore a shawl over her
shoulders. The evening frock,
except for the rich, was practically unknown. Even women
in the middle class had one special dress which she had had
made for her wedding and which
she continued to wear on special occasions all her life.
In 1885 a Fifth Avenue store
advertised a silk-lined cloak for
$60, hardly within the reach of
the average American woman.
That $60 in 1885 was equivalent
to two-and-a-half weeks wages
for the skilled mechanic.
When the Russian, Austrian,
Rumanian and Hungarian Jews
came to America the needle
trade was in the hands of the
German and Jews who had preceded them by a generation. But
the Jews were already beginning
to "relax" within the middleclass society of America.
Now the Eastern European
Jew's were to Inject that driving
enthusiasm "to get ahead" that
most newly arrived immigrants
possessed. It was not merely
ability and the drive to work. It
was also imagination and an ingenuity which combined to
change the American way of
life.
In the first place they discovered the advantage of the
division of labor, thus making it
possible to "retail" their products at prices within the reach
of all.

At least 15 years before Henry
Ford established the first assembly-line in the motor industry the garment manufacturers
had trained their workers to
perform specific jobs rather
than follow the system of the
old country where the tailor
made the whole garment.
The industry was divided into
pattern-makers, designers, cutters, operators, basters, finishers, and trimming women. In addition to this division of labor
these people adjusted their
whole system to the desires and
needs of the American woman.
On Sundays they discreetly
"followed" the rich women on
Fifth Avenue and at the fashionable summer resorts and
copied the Paris styles of cloaks
and suits worn by the women
of the Astors, Vanderbilts and
Morgans. A week later, out of
some dingy shop on Division
Street, would come the same
thing, "to retail at $15." This
was the important thing, "to
retail at $15."
Today the International Ladies Garment Workers Union
has over 400,000 members who
are divided into the following
divisions: blouses, children's
outer-wear, coats, suits, skirts,
dresses, corsets and allied garments, infiants-wear, knitted
outer-wear, knitted underwear
and nightwear, and cotton garments.
It was once 66 hours for an
average wage of $12 to $14 a
week. Today it is 32 hours for
an average of $55 to $90 a week.
And today the sewing shops employ a maiority of Italians,
Puerto Ricans, and Negroes. The
Eastern European Jews did
this for the American way of
life, but let's face it: it could
happen ONLY IN AMERICA.
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By AL DUCKETT

New Valentine From LBJ
The other day, President
Lyndon B. Johnson issued another one of the many valentines he has been sending to
the American people.
Every time you wake up, this
brilliant politician President has
found another way to tell another segment of the people: "I
love you."
Object of his affections this
time was American teen-agers.

Answering the critics who constantly repeat that American
young people are not as moral
as mom and pop were, Mr. Johnson said he believes this to be
untrue, that he believes our
teenage crop of today displays
a commendable moralIty and
clecificy.
I agree.
One of the reasons I believe
that our youth in this country,

"The two peoples or races
who suffer most from this treatment are the Jews and the Negroes; but some people "hate"
the Italians, who in turn hate
the Yugoslays, who hate the
Austrians, who hate the CzechoSlovaks, and so it goes endlessly.
"You boys are still young. No
group of people has ever done
you a personal injury; you have
no inherited dislikes. I want to
make an appeal to your sense
of fair play and to beseech you
to begin your lives as young
men by giving the other fellow,

"Put yourselves in the place
of an honest, poor man who
happens to belong to one of the
so-called "despised" races. Think
of having no friendly hand held
out to you, no kindly look, no
pleasant, encouraging word
spoken to you.
"What I would like you always to do is what I try humbly
to do myself: that is, never to
say or to do anything which
would wound the feelings or
the self-respect of any human
being, and to give special consideration to all who are in any
way repressed.
"This is what your father does
naturally from the fineness of
his nature and the kindness of
his heart.
"I long to have our family
stand firmly for what is best
and highest in life. It isn't always easy, but it is worthwhile."
Your Mother
(The name of the mother who
wrote the letter was Abby
Rockefeller. Small wonder that,
throughout the years, the sons
to whom she poured out this
eloquent message, have given
themselves to the cause of human dignity.)
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See End To Civil War
WASHINGTON—In the
midst of the legislative slowdown resulting from the civil
rights filibuster in the Senate
some political scientists are taking the long view — and they're
optimistic about the ultimate effect on the congressional process.
On the assumption that an
effective civil rights bill will
eventually emerge from the
present verbal battle, they take
the view that the result will
mark, at long last, a final end to
the aftermath of the Civil War.
Their reasoning is that as
constitutional rights for all citizens gain in enforcement, Southern politicians will have to cater
more and more to the Negro
vote.
This, in turn, will move the
Southern wing of the Democratic party away from the
conservatism that has marked it
in recent decades and has prevented the party from becoming a truly national political
instrument.
Southern Republicans, they
contend, will also be forced to

black and white, is NOT going
to the dogs is their courageous,
idealistic involvement in the
civil rights cause.
When you come right down
to it. you can trace the history
of the Negro Revolution of
1963 back through the long legal battles of NAACP, the
drama of the Montgomery bus
boycott — and where does that
take you? It takes you to the
Southwide sit-ins at lunch
counters and restaurants conducted by college students.
The Freedom Riders had
many young people in their

move away from their own conservatism and toward a more
liberal view of national, regional
and local issues.
These factors will work to
make both political parties more
cohesive, more unified; and will
provide the basis for efficient
working of a true two-party political system across the nation.
Issues will be ore clear-cut ak
along ideological lines, unobscured by factionalism that now
exists in both parties. Politicians
and pressure groups will find it
more difficult to "fool some of
the people all of the time." Political leadership will become
more responsible and more responsive to the needs and desires of the people.
This very outlook is part of
the reason behind the strong
fight being put up against civil
rights. Once they are attained
many of the political power centers will quickly become obsolete, to be replaced by new collections of power, new people
and for Congress, new legislative standards.

ranks and who can ever forget
the gallantry of those Birmingham kids who resisted the police dogs and fire hoses?
It was the idealism of young
people, their capacity to suffer
unmerited torture for a redemptive cause which really brought
the world face to face with the
great civil rights issues of the
day.
The President of the United
States mentioned some reasons
why he feels our youngsters
are so wonderful. He didn't
mention this reason.
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Rock. She has several rela- Church of Christ) celebrated
tives living in their area. The its 95th anniversary this
funeral will be held in Kansas month. The church was startCity Wednesday.
ed by the American ° MissionMrs. Rasa Dorbison is ill at ary Association in 1869 in con'MENTION, DEFENDER city with your city's name in her home, and Mrs. Jeff Pet- nection with the Beach Institute, whose staff consisted of
tey is ill at her home'.
National News Page corre- the United States.
The Missionary Society of white missionaries from New
3. Mail your correspondence
dikspondents.
Friendship Baptist held their England. The church is now
to National News Editor, ChiWant to make the reports cago Daily Defender, 2400 S. meeting Friday evening. Rev. a part of • the United Church
of Christ, which was formed
of your community's activities Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. St. Clair is pastor.
in 1957 through a merger of
stand out
60616. Dons mail your correthe General Council of the
ispondence to any previous adHere's how:
Congregational Churchdress of the DEFENDER.
SAVANNAH
1. Type your news, if you
es and the Evangelical and Re4. Church °vents. births.
By HELEN McKAY
possibly can. Handwritten deaths. and sickness arii 1mMax Abrams, program di- formed Church.
news often cannot be deciph- portant news. But try also to rector and math teacher at Rev. Herbert M. Turner of
ered, and that often mains find out who's been named to George Westinghouse Voca- Trenton, N. Y. has served as
that the names of people in an important position, what tional Technical School, in minister of the church since
your community are misspell- civil rights action the commu- Brooklyn, N. Y., visited the 1962,
ed. If you can borrow a type. nity is taking, and what cornHarris Vocational Area Trade
writer from a neighbor or your i munity leaders have to say
School while on his way to
church do so. If you have no'about community affairs.
Florida for a vacation. Abrams,
COLP
access to a typewriter, at With these things added, your
who toured the school, comBy ANNA BILLINGSLEY
least print your reports clear- news will mean a lot more to
mented that it was a pleasure
ly. *specially the names.
The Lily of the Valley
DEFENDER readers all over "to see so many young peoChapter 79 0. E. S., Mrs. Ar[
2. Always mention both your , thte United States.
pie studying for jobs which
state and city, as well as your 5. Keep your reports coming will really do the community nita Davis worthy patron, had
name, on your reports. Often regularly. And keep up the
a leap year party Saturday
HERE THEY ARE: THE SEVEN QUEENS OF HOWARD
and themselves credit."
night, which was well attendthere may be more than one good work.
A drive has been started
These seven smiling coeds adorn the cover of the current
of Pensacola, Fla., Phi Beta Sigma fraternity; Margaret
People from Marion, Mured.
to recruit more active memissue of the Howard University Magazine and are featured
Dodson of Fieldale. Va.. Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity;
Quoin atphysboro.
Du
and
bers into the local chapter of
In its lead article. They arc the University's 1963-64
Lydia Johnson of Washington, D. C., Army ROTC; Brenda
tended. It was a social and
College
State
Savannah
the
TRUSS VILLE
queens. Aside from their obvious pulchritude, each of the
Dennis of Berkeley, Calif.. Alpha Phi Omega fraternity:
, turned home from Peoria, Ill. National Alumni Association. financial success and was enBy L. R. MEYERS
young ladies is outstanding in several phases of campus
joyed by all.
after being called to Peoria
Carol Spencer of Baltimore. Md., Air Force ROTC; and
slogan:
what
"Ask
your
not
Its
Mr. and M r s. Clarence t.ecause of the- death of her
activity, a distinguishing mark of the new breed of
The Ladies Sunshine Club
Marsha Pippin of Washington. D. C.. Omega Psi Phi
Rammond announce the birth sister - in - law, Mrs. Vera jcollege can do for you, but at the home of Mrs. E. L. Hill
campus queens at Howard. The queens and the organisafraternity and also Homecoming Queen.
,what
coldo
your
can
for
you
of a boy, born April 10.
Sunday. Those present were
Bridges. She was accompanied
tions over which they reign are il. to r.) Melvin Hudson
Services Sunday at the Mt. by her brother, Richard lege."
Mrs. Ethel Webb, Mrs. Mattie
The Georgia Medical So- Webb, Mrs. Lillian Russell,
Canaan Baptist Church were Bridges.
Elizabeth Jennings Tuesday
much enjoyed. The pastor, Mrs. Collie Cravens spent ciety has voted, for the first Mrs. Oceolia Keathly, Mrs.
night. Members present were
Rev. T. C. Williams, deliver- Tuesday in Lacross visiting time in its 160-year history, to Bernice Brawington, President, der.
JACKSON
charge.
director
eral
in
Mrs. Mary L. Hamilton, Mrs.
ed an arousing message, fol- her sick brother, Lewis Cana- admit a Negro into member- and Mrs. Annie Billingsley. Mr. and Mrs. William Ross
AGNEW
By
A.
C.
MaThe
Mrs.
for
rites
final
!ship. He is Dr. S. M. McDew. Mrs. Delois Brewington
Alice Harris, Mrs. Ophelia
lowed by the celebration of da.
of of Port Gipson were the weekA surprise birthday party Tie S. Carmichael, who clued
the Lord's Supper.
Lee Wesley Ramsey, St. Jr., a native Georgian, who New York City, daughter of end guest of Mrs. Alberta Rog- for James Buchanan was giv- in Cleveland, Ohio, March 20, Wainright, Mrs. Mary Hill,
Mrs. Chorine McNeil, and the
Mrs. T. A. Williams is much Louis, is visiting his sisters, specializes in obsterics a n d Mrs. Hill, was honored guest. ers. Mrs. Ross is the former en recently in the home of his were
held heir from St. Pau hostess. After the business was
improved after undergoing Misses Deloise and Cardie gynecology.
Those on the sick list are Gwendolyn Rogers, ;I senior at mother-in-law.
Church
A.M.E.
Zion
the
on
Dr. McDew, who was born Mrs. Mary Simpson, still conJennings served
the ordeal of a serious illness Ramsey, and other relatives.
Tougaloo Southern Christian Mrs. Bennie Bowens of 141 afternoon of April 4, Rev. over, Mrs.
last week.
Mrs. Rosie Cravens is re- in Ocilla, Georgia, received fined in the Holden Hospital, College and is the daughter of Davis St. The honored guests Stevension, of Knoxville, enn. the guests chicken salad,
M.
.his
D. degree at Meharry Carbondale.
French bread, co f fe e, ice
Rev. Frank Gunn is sick siding in the G.P.S.W. home
Mrs. Rogers.
were Rev. and Mrs. W. W. officiating.
,Medical College in Nashville. Colonel Smith
and is in the hospital in Ens. in Newport, Ark.
has been dis- Little Morris Lomach. age 7, Ozier, Rev. and Mrs. J. S. The deceased was principal cream, and pound cake. Mofather,
McDew,
His
Dr.
Sr.,
tion to adjourn the meeting
ley.
missed from the Veterans HosMr. and Mrs. Lewis Stone
son of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Kendrick, Mrs. Juanita Cum- of Dunbar Elementary School. , was made by Sister Alice Harand Mr. and Mrs. Willis made moved his family to Savannah pital. Mrs. Arbedella Kincaid
Lomach, was killed on 82 mings; Mr. and Mrs. Earl She was at one time a mem- ris.
in
1923.
is on the sick list.
a business trip to Little Rock
Highway as he was attempt- Shaw, Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Mer- ber of St. Paul A.M.E. Zion
Bernard Holmes. a seventh
Archie Woods attended the
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Webb
BATESVILLE
ing to cross Thursday March , ry, Dr. and Mrs. W. M. Bell Church Choir. She was a char- V C 's Banquet Dinner in Pagrader at Cuyler Junior High and their sister, Mrs.
Eloise
Tommy
"Sonny"
Harper has School, won the local "Spelling
By REV. MATTIE WATKINS
funeral was held on and other relatives and friends. ter member of the 0. E. S. ducah. Ky. Saturday.
Washington of Chicago, motor- 26. The
Buchanan was recipient of Lodge, of this city.
The Bible Band met Thurs- ,returned from West Beach, Bee" at the YMCA. The affair
Easter Sunday at the Church
Mrs. Joe Ann Collins returned
to
Ball
Knob
Easter
Sunday
where
Fla.,
he
employed
was
day evening. The Missionary
of God and Christ at 2:00 P.M. many useful gifts. A delight- She is survived by four sis- ed home Sunday from Peoria,
,was sponsored by the Chat- to the sunrise service. The
Rev.
for
months.
three
Society met Friday evening at,
Mrs. Irene W. Bishop died in ful menu was served to the ters Mrs. Beatrice Mathes, of Ill.. where she was visiting
ham County Teachers Associa- George Paul Jones
and wife her home Monday
Bethel. A.M.E. Church. Mrs.' Mrs. Cleo Dood is convalesc- tion. Bernard is the son of
after an ex- delight of all persons present. Cleveland, Ohio. Mrs. Garfield with relatives. She was accomGrace
spent
some
time
Alin
Mrs. Lizzie McSwain of 717 Wilson, of Knoxville, Tenn., panied home by Mr. and Mrs.
Maud Landry is president. 1 ing in her home.
tensive illness. She was a lifeMr. and Mrs. Japan Holmes, ton, E. St. Louis, and
St,
Louis.
Bud .Kitchen' is sariogsly 411 I AIM Lange Meshy/User let Sr.-q.
long resident of Starkville and Madison St. returned recently Mrs. Mildred Jackson, of Wil- Lorenzo Riley.
Mrs.
George
Paul
Jones
in the Batesville Clinic.
Oktibbeha. She is survived by from St. Louis, Mo. when she liington, Del., and Mrs. Hattie
Kansas City passed way April The First Congregational modeled in a style show
Mrs. Sallie Kentle left MonSunwas a patient in the Missouri Grayson, of St. Albany, N. Y., day night for Chicago, where
Mrs. Sammy Gage has re- 4. She was a native of Sulphur Christian Church (United
day at Bethel A.M.E. Church four daughters, Mrs. Pinkie Pacific Hospital
three
brothers,
Foster, Mat- she will visit with her chill
for one month.
of Carbondale. S h e styled Campbell, Mrs. Susie Bishop: Mrs. Charles Curry
and her thew, Sylvester, both of this dren, Elizabeth Ann and
three beautiful hats which she Mrs. Nannie Prewitt, and Mrs. infant
city,
and
son
Harold
Chicago
Sylvers, Pearlie Magnolia Locul.
Mr.
of
were
made. Rev. James Dixon, pas- Myrtle Smith; six sons, Mr. recent guests
in the home of of Sarasota, Fla., and other Mrs. Daisy
Graham Johntor, gave a fine recital of read- Jessie Bishop, L. C. Bishop, her mother-in-law
. Mrs. Ersula relatives.
son came home for Mrs. Nina
ings from Shakespeare and Rush Bishop, Haley Bishop, Curry at
421
Liberty
S.
St.
Interment occurred in West Scott's burial. She stayed a
Dunbar. They were enjoyed Fred Bishop and Ed Bishop.
The funeral was held at Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Miller Lawn Cemetery with J. D. week with her relatives, Mr.
all.
of
Kansas
City
are
visiting
Ledford, funeral director, in and Mrs. Jim Knight, and sisJosey Creek• M. B. Church
Thursday with the Rev. J. W. their parents here in Jackson. charge.
ter, Mrs. Birdie Harris.
Funeral
services
for
William
Mosley, minister of Griffin
Prof. and Mrs. Harold
Daisy left Saturday nipht
P.
Batchelor,
55,
of
Jackson,
CORINTH
Chapel Methodist Church, ofThomas spent Easter in State- for home in Toledo, Ohio. She
Tenn.,
were
held
at
Mercer
By REV. W. W. HAMILTON ficiating.
ville, N. C.
was accompanied by Jim
Baptist Church, the Rev. L.
The funeriil service for Mrs.
Alfred Wagner is now in Knight and Willie D. Oliver.
Theus officiating.
WATER VALLEY
Annie Owens was held at the
Burial was in Ebernezer Fort Benning, Ga., where he
Mount Moriah Methodist By C. A. HAWKINS. JR.
Cemetery with Ford Funeral joined the U. S. Army.
Church. Eulogy was by Rev. Funeral services for Dock Home
A pre-Easter service was
in charge.
B. W. Shaw, pastor. Burial;Gaston were held March 15
Services for Mrs. Coriller held at St. Paul A.M.E. Zion
*
i
was in the Asberry Cemetery 'at Big Zion M. B. Church near Smith
of Jackson, Tenn., Church during Holy Week.
Baldwyn, Miss., with Grayson Bruce. Gaston is survived by formerly
of Corinth, Miss. Rev. L. R. Rogers, of Bristol,
Funeral Home of Corinth in his wife and several children. were
held at Lane Tabereacle Va. Tenn. conducted the servcharge of all arrangements. Chapel Hill M. R.
Church C.W.E. Church, the Revs. P. ice.
Richard Owens and family had their Easter services
the L. Phelph and R. J. Page of- Baptismal services were held
want to thank one and all for first Sunday in
April on their ficiating. Burial was in Elm- at Thankful Baptist Church 13—Correspondence
the service they rendered <lur- regular pastoral
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which stars Newman and his
wife, Joanne Woodward, received
mixed reviews from Theatre critics.
(UPI Telephoto)
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Paul Newman clowns for New York
photographers at a dinner party
following the Broadway opening of
'Baby Want a Kiss." The comedy,

As widower and widow wed in 1961,
he had 10 children and she sight.
Son was born last year. The new
girl makes a total of 20. (UPI Telephoto)
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Newest addition to one of the nation's largest families, Helen Monica Beardsley, is admired soon after
birth in post hospital on Fort Ord,
Calif., by parents, Navy CWO Francis L. Beardsley and wife, Helen.
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Frank Boska takes "Tiny" for his daily walk along New Britain Avenue in Hartford, Conn. The
10-week-old lamb has become a familiar sight in
the area and no longer draws stares and comments as he follows his master. (UPI Telephoto)

..The Lamb Was Sure To Go

Jyl Wilkie, a 21-year-old junior from Bradley
University was named as the 1964 Drake relays
Queen in Des Moines, Iowa. The pert education
major will reign over the track classic on that
city next weekend. (UP!Telephoto)
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In New York, Charles K. Rudman, president of
the Klein Institute for Aptitude Testing seems to
be pointing out differences of product on graph,
but he's not. Actually, R idman's chart compares
the sales aptitude value of a foreman and a sales
engineer. The foreman's graph (light line) shows
his rating to be considerably lower than that of
the sales engineer in practically all phases of sales
problems. (UPI Telephoto)

'YOU THINK THERE'S NO DIFFERENCE
IN TOILET PAPER? ...

subway trains and periodically pull emergency
stop levers thereby, tying up other transportation
to the fair. In foreground is the Unisphere the
fair's symbol. Demonstrators were also scheduled
to picket exhibits of Sciuthern states. (UPI Telephoto).
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tive Mansion. The president first addressed the
editors and then asked Mrs. Johnson and Luci
to speak. (UPI Telephoto)

American life. Groups have scheduled "stall-ins"
where cars would intentionally run out of gas on
highways leading to the fair grounds. Other protestors would tie up pedestrian traffic by staging
"lay-downs" in strategic sidewalk locations. A
civil rights leader urged non-auto owners to ride

'The Civil Rights Fair' Opens
Aerial photo taken from hovering helicopter shows
panoramic view of the Flushing Meadows, N. Y.
site of New York World's Fair, which opens
Wednesday. Dubbed, `"The Civil Rights Fair," the
event will probably be picketed by most of the
city's direct action civil rights groups protesting
the ravages of discrimination in all phases of

In Washington, President Lyndon Johnson stands
back as his daughter, Luci, makes brief remarks
to the American Society of Newspaper Editors
and their families on the lawn outside the Execu-
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'YOU THINK THERE'S NO DIFFERENCE
IN TOILET PAPER?...
In New York, Charles K. Rudman, president of
the Klein Institute for Aptitude Testing seems to
be pointing out differences of product on graph,
but he's not. Actually, Rudman's chart compares
the sales aptitude value of a foreman and a sales
engineer. The foreman's graph (light line) shows
his rating to be considerably lower than that of
the sales engineer in practically all phases of sales
problems. (UPI Telephoto)

subway trains and periodically pull emergency
stop levers thereby, tying up other transportation
to the fair. In foreground is the Unisphere the
fair's symbol. Demonstrators were also scheduled
to picket exhibits of Southern states. (UPI Telephoto).
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American life. Groups have scheduled
where cars would intentionally run out of gas on
highways leading to the fair grounds. Other protestors would tie up pedestrian traffic by staging
"lay-downs" in strategic sidewalk locations. A
civil rights leader urged non-auto owners to ride

'The Civil Rights Fair' Opens
Aerial photo taxen from hovering helicopter shows
panoramic view of the Flushing Meadows, N. Y.
site of Nevi York World's Fair, which opens
Wednesday. Dubbed,"The Civil Rights Fair," the
event will probably be picketed by most of the
city's direct action civil rights groups protesting
the ravages of discrimination in all phases of

tive Mansion. The president first addressed the
editors and then asked Mrs. Johnson and Luci
to speak. (UPI Telephoto)

'He's Never Driven Over 120 M. P. H.In His Life..,
In Washington, President Lyndon Johnson stands
back as his daughter, Luci, makes brief remarks
to the American Society of Newspaper Editors
and their families on the lawn outside the Execu-
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Mm-m-m-gcod, Mm-m-m-good
Jyl Wilkie, a 21-year-old junior from Bradley
University was named as the 1964 Drake relays
Queen in Des Moines, Iowa. The pert education
major will reign over the track classic on that
city next weekend. (UPI Telephoto)
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..The Lamb Was Sucre To Go
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Frank Boska takes "Tiny" for his daily walk along New Britain Avenue in Hartford, Conn. The
10-week-old lamb has become a familiar sight in
the area and no longer draws stares and comments as he follows his master. (UPI Telephoto)

which stars Newman and his
wife, Joanne Woodward, received
mixed reviews from Theatre critics.
(UPI Telephoto)

'There's Something I Want To Tell You,Irving..,

Paul Newman clowns for New York
photographers at a dinner party
following the Broadway opening of
'Baby Want a Kiss." The comedy,
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As widower and widow wed in 1961.
he had 10 children and she eight.
Son was born last year. The new
girl makes a total of 20. (UPI Telephoto)

'Hello,I'm ROM Planned Parenthood..,

Newest addition to one of the nation's largest families, Helen Monica Beardsley, is admired soon after
birth in post hospital on Fort Ord,
Calif., by parents, Navy CWO Francis L. Beardsley and wife, Helen.

FELLOWSHIP DINTIER
W. R. Bell.
It seems as Freedom has to wiss FammoNETTA.'
Hamilton
be fought for, paid for, and
If you missed the
earned, that same freedom Voque-Esquire models in their
that is guaranteed to us by the Sepia Fashion fair last week,
Constitution of the United you missed a treat. The models
States. In order to increase were premmted In the annual
the earning power and help Fashionetta, sponsored by
Freedom bells ring, the sec- Gamma Alpha Omega chapter
ond annual Fellowship Din- of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sororiner which sold at Five dollars ty, Inc.
per plate was held in the dinDuring intermission t h e
ing Hall of Lane college on court for the 1964 "Miss
Wednesday, April 15, 8 p.m.
Fashionetta". 1964 was Miss
senior at
Speaker for the occasion Lourine Woodson, a
School in Mis the Rev. Kelly Miller Polk-Clark High
the daughte,
ith of Nashville, Tents who lan, Tenn. She is
Earl Woodkept the large gathering spell of Mr. and Mrs.
bound as he related the prog- son.
Second place went to Miss
ress the Negro has made in
Andrews,
the time he is supposed to Ruby Elizabeth
Mrs. Gasthe few advancements with- daughter of Mr. and
ton Andrews of Bolivar, Tenn.
in Walker Homes.
is a senior at Bolivar In416
These sturdy and happy lit- She
dustrial High School.
Mrs. Lena Davis Walls ofia tinted pink orchid.
tle folk will represent the mid. Ranking third was Miss
CONTESTANTS
MISS'
DELTA
'JUNIOR
Tenn., announces1 The couple was honored at
Millington,
have been free. However, he
Eunice .McKenzie, daughter of
Marsha I.. Turner .ind Jacqueline Knight. Standing are
Above are 10 of the 14 lovely young misses vying for the
the marriage of her daughter, a tea by Mrs. William Pryor,
warned of the dangers of the
McKenNorman
Mrs.
and
Mr.
WilSherron
Foster,
Misses
Aiteena
Andrea I., Bradford,
title of "Junior Miss." The contest, sponsored by the
progress which has been made.
Louise Brown, to Mr. Conrad the former Miss Vivian rooter,
McKenzie, Tenn. She is
liams, Barbara Gardner, Geraldine Stephens. PhYllis
Memphis Alumnae chapter of Delta'Sigma Theta sorority
We have a tendency he said zie of
School.
High
Webb
Clark of Milwaukee, Wis, The a classmate of the bride during
at
senior
with
Gerry. Delores Strickland and Deborah Jefferson. Not
at
climax
will
which
as
Week
May
activities
a
its
of
part
to become complacant
MissOthers in the court were
couple exchanged wedding their high school days at
shown are Misses Beblon Goodioe, Janice Knight, Paout fighting all the way and
"Breakfast for Milady" en Saturday. May 9. at Curries
Nettie V. Porter, senior at
vows April 8. Officating was Woodstock Training School,
Duncan)
Billy
by
Diane
Photo
and
the Southern politician has es
be
tricia
Westbrookt.
also
Ford
will
Tropicana.
Delta's
Year"
the
Club
of
"Mother
Frazier High . school, Covingfound this out. He opens the
the Rev. R. L. McKinny, pas- where the bride was the 1947
presented at this time. Seated ileft to right) are Misses
Ferguson, senior
Bettye
ton;
us
keep
way lust enough to
- tor of Pleasant Green Baptist Class president.
Stigall High School, Humquiet but he mentioned that at
Velma 'Williams, senior
church of Memphis; and Bush Mr. and Mrs. Clark visited
boldt;
was
he was like the man who
in
Central High School
Grove Baptist church of Burn- the J. P. Chase plantation, in
held down by another with a at
junior
Alamo; Shirley Davis,
wick, Tenn.
foot on his head. He didn't
Millington, just before their
JackMerry High School,
After the marriage, the couwant him to move it gradual- at
senior
Cousin,
marriage,
where the bride had
Louise
and
son;
We
pie was honored at a recepbut to move it now.
lived all of her life.
High School in Denhome of the
tion
at
given
the
American citizens should be at West
released
crown was
bride's Aunt Mrs. Alice Wil- The bridegroom's mother,
likewise, "We want freedom, mark. The
by Miss Mary Lillian Wright,
the former Mrs. Alice Mrs. Icy Clark of Milwaukee,
liams,
and want it now."
The
"Miss Fashionetta" 0( 1963.
iDavis of Memphis. An estimat- Wis., and his brother, Joe
Accompanying Rev. Smith
received
three top finalists
ed 150 attended the reception. Clark, also or Milwaukee,
was his charming wife who scholarships while gifts were
For the reception the bride were unable to to attend the
was at the guest table. Serv- presented to the other conwore a white brocade, v-neck wedding ceremony, wired their
ing as master of ceremonies testants by Mrs. Nelda Wildress, adorned with a pink, blessings to the couple.
was Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, pres- liams. AKA soror. Mesdames
4 ,satin sash. Her shoes were of The couple plans to spend
ident of Lane college. James Rosetta McKissack and Hatoink satin. She also wore a their honeymoon at the home
Buchannan was comrnitteee tie Yarbrough served as coof the bride's great-aunt, Mrs.
pink carnation corsage.
chairman for the affair.
occasion.
chairmen for the
The bride's mother wore, a Annie Rodgers of San FranMrs.
AWARDS PRESENTED
of
home
Guests in the
pink batiste, eyelet dress, and disco, Calf.
Following the challenging W. R. Bell for the weekend
address of Rev. Smith, several who also got a chance to view
awards were presented to out- the Fashionetta were Mrs. R.
standing workers of the Jack- Q. (Ethel) Vinson and little
son chapter of the NAACP by Pamela of Memphis, Tenn.
Dr. W. R. Bell, president, on 4-H DEMONSTRATIONS
behalf of the Southeastern
The demonstrations for the
AWAITING THIS SEASON'S COTTILION
Region of the NAACP. The 4-H Clubs in Madison County
Action Committee were held last Saturday unPolitical
01.1 Douglass, rearlene Wilson and Carolyn Brent.
Mis,es Aurelia Flowers, Gustalna Heath, Hellion Goodloe,
presented certificates of merit der the direction of Miss Anna
to Isiah Savage and Mrs. Mot- Jackson, Home Demonstration
4mimmul
tle R. Donnell for their out- Agent and A. M. Dobbins,
standing service in voter reg- County Agent.
SOMETHING NEW HAS BEEN ADDED AT
istration: Mrs. Marie Penn for
Winners were: Rolene MerWALDORF CLUB
Membership solicitation. The riweather, garden, West High;
VIckson City Federated Clubs, Jacque-De Godwin, public
the plaque for, the $500 life speaking and Bernita Benson
membership and the Jackson dress revue; East High; Josechapter of the NAACP, the phine Mosley, yeast breads, Anxiously awaiting for the (Mts. Zona Douglass. Her e
Soft Red Carpeting — Soft Glowing
Freedom Award which was a West High; Mary Helen But- annual cotillion, sponsored by coil is John Delk.
Lilting Music
of Kappa I Miss Pear lene Wils,,i,
trophy.
ler, dairy foods, East H i g h; the local chapter
fraternity, are the
Receiving the plaque on oe- Georgia Mae Mosley, food and Alpha Psi
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
Our Specialities Are
members of tthis sea- daughter
half of the Jackson City Fed- nutrition, West High; Law- above
crop of debutantes. They Dempsey Wilson, is a student
• Fried Shrimp •Shrimp Cocktail
erated Clubs was Mrs. Marie rence Sidney Williams, field eon's
make their social bow at Woodstock school. During
Penn, president who had the crops, East High; Wilbur An- will
during the cotillion, scheduled her college career she plans to
We Also Serve
insight and spearheaded the thony, poultry, West H i g h;
for Friday. May I, at the City become a dietician. James
• Hamburgers •Cheeseburgers
contributions for the Life Soloman Williamson, tractor,
hall.
north
Auditorium's
Membership. Mrs. Mattie Mer- West High; Mary Ann Newson,
I
Added to the list of debu- Rodgers is escorting her.
Special Prices For
ry accepted the trophy for the junior public speaking, Denpublicized are: Miss Carolyn Brent aspires
already
tantes
Jackson chapter of the mark Elementary; and Billy
Parties-CM Meetings—Receptions—Anniversaries
Flowers,
Angela
doughA
Miss
nurse.
student
a
become
to
NAACP, of which we all feel Lewis Montgomery, forestry,
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles at Woodstock school, she is
We've .got to. clear our stock for. Summer so these won-.
very proud. Even though the West High.
JA 6-9989
L. Flowers. A student at Car- the
Chavd• E. Stren9, lA9r.1
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jackson chapter was alive as The senior winners are
high school, she plans to
ver
clorfut
values Aire yours .. ...woolens,. blends, silfq sin&
Coll
For
Rmrvarions
Elbert Brent. Her escort is
far back as in the 1940's; it eligible to compete with other
become a home economist.
Smith.
Coarnell
did not reach the impact it top ranking club members in
misses,juniors and women's sizes.
cottons
.
She is being escorted by Gushas now under the able ad- July at Tennessee A. & I State
talna Heath.
ministrative guidance of Dr. university in Nashville.
Miss Alberta Greer, a student at Carver .high school
aspires to become. a medics'
technologist, She is the daugh
ter of Rev. and Mrs. M. A.
Greer. Her escort is Lomas
Payne.
Nine delegates from the and Christian Faith; Leader- Miss Belilon Goodlo e,
Young
Women's ship; The Christian faith; daughter of Mr. and Mrs. SamMemphis
uel Goodloe, wants to be a
Christian Association will at- World responsibility;
inclusion sociologist. A student at Cartend the YWCA 23rd National
Convention in Cleveland, Ohio, and interrelation of people of ver high school, she is being
diverse background; the public escorted by Larry Cox.
April 20-25.
Mrs. D. M. Mulholland, presi- affairs program with its four Miss Ora Douglass, student
dent of the Memphis YWCA, new items on population, mobi- at Douglass high school, dewill head the Memphis dele- lity, financial support for the sires to become a medical secgation, who are Mrs. G. W. United Nations, and guidance retary. She is the daughter of
Stanley Loh, Jr., and Mrs. Hay- and training,
wood Thornton of the local The Rev. James Robinson,
board, Mrs. Mary W. collier founder and director of Operaand Mrs. Lois Greenwood, of tion Crossroads Africa will be
the Committee on Administra- the main speaker. The first
tion, Miss Mary Frances Lacey, lady, Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson
TERMITES-ROACHES
Mrs. Addie Owen, Miss Eliza- will speak at the opening sesWATER BUGS -RATS
beth Morris, and Mrs. Julia sion on April 20.
Licensed and Bonded
Marie Ries, of the staff.
The theme of the ConvenCALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
Aspects of program tom' tion is "Match Us To This
EMBARRASSED
which attention is to be re- Hour". It is a prayer that the
commended at the convention YWCA leaders and members
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
are: program areas with parti- may be made big enough,
CALL
wise
ular emphasis on needs of enough and courageous enough
rls and women from teens to meet the demands laid on
o early twenties — Education, them by the needs of
women
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Employment, Racial Intergra- and girls in their communities
tion, Social Isolation, Sex and around the world in this PH. FA 7-6033
Morality, World Responsibility hour of history.
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1947 Class Pres. Of Woodstock
School Returns Here To Marry

.

Anxiously Awaiting For
This Season's Cotillion

"THE EAST ROOM"

41 Delegates From Memphis To

Attend National YWCA Confab

PEST

EXTERMINATING CO.

O.Z. EVERS

EXTRA-FREE

Buy Your
1964
Cars Or
Used Cars

From Us
FINANCING TO SUll
YOUR PURSE

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS

THIRD & GAYOSO

JA 6-8871

Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
months $3.50

OUALITY STAMPS
A new series of coupons are in the mail.
Watch for yours. Good when redeemed for
2400 Quality Stamps. Enough to fill 2 full
Books. Watch for your mail man — We
hope you br;ng them to Pac-Pac.
10 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

Coupons
No. 1
Expires
Sat. Nite
April 25th
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PERS BARGAINS-BARGAINS BUYS FOR EVERYONE

USED CAR SHOP

SA

SPORTS CARS — ALL MAKES, MODELS di COLORS

•

By Simply Following Up This Weekly Display of Bargains
THREE REASONS-WELCOME WEEK - USED CAR SHOPPERS Earn Big Dividends,

TEST THE BEST...

A-1
USED CARS
HULL

'S
JACK CHAMBLIN
MEMPHIS

,
•

STUDEBAKER

Sound•Ab sorting.
0,16.94" caging

Advancvd trnli
ConsUsKtion

Fair Dealing with People-Who Appreciate Your Business

Lower Price More and- Better Cars To Choose From

Better Values To The Customers

eurred•gla se
sed• windows

po.t.Top
Travtl Reck
Ors 5 of 6

vagons

Ceremic•Arrnored
•shaust system

NE

Double Safety
Brake System

Rambler $

THE LID'S

57

Classic
$1997

Real Nice

Fairlane (500)

S895
1961 Ford . V
Fairlane 2-door, 6 cylinder, automatic, radio, heater
Excellent gas mileage.

1395
s1195

1961 Chev
Bel Air 4 Or. 6 Cyl. with Powerglide, R.H., Fresh
.
1960 Olds
Super 88, 4 dr. Hydramatic, R.H. GI's. White, with
blue int.

s1595
'895
'1195
1961 Ramb., 4 Dr. Classic
with recond. engine., R.H., Looks and drives the best
1095
1960 Ramb
the

1960 Buick
Elec. 225,2 Dr. Hdtp., Factory air and full pw., Nice
1959 Plym. Fury
2 Dr. Hdt Golden Commando Engine. Auto. R & H.

Cross Country Stat. Wgn. R.H.. Auto. Ideal for
family vacation.
1963 Volks .
5.000 act. Miles. Black with white tires

1895

_s150 Cush To You

1),1»mt:

1960 Chev. Imp. Cony
Real Nice, Power Stern. Autom

S3200

1964 Avant'
Full Power, Air Cond. 800 Miles

S4650

'695

1958 Chev. 2 Dr.
Powerglide with heater. Locally owned Excel Cond.

S895
1959 Ramb
Cnly 35,000 miles on this one-owner trade-in. Must
see to appreciate.
1962 Falcon, 4 Dr
Low Mileage, city driven. Sharp

'1095

$1395

1962 Ramb. Convertible
Auto. radio, heater, white tires, new top, bucket
seats. Like new.
1961 Lancer. 4 Dr.,
Radio, heater, white tires. Economy plus.

'995
'995

1962 Ramb
Classic 2 Dr. Equipped.

1962 Pont., Temp .
4 Or., Autom. Trans., R.H.,

1963 Starfire Cony
R. H. Autom. Air Cond. New Tires

1395

1961 Renault Dolphine

52106
5595

1963 Austin

'1095

1495
$1195

1962 Chev. Bel Air
2 Dr. Radio, heater. Extra Clean.

1960 Rambler
Custom 4 Dr. Factory air, full power, R.H. Auto
trans. Sharp.

1959 Olds Super 88
Fiesta Wagon., Radio, Heater, autol power steering
and brakes.
Runs

1395
and

SECURITY RAMBLER
675 Union Ave.Used Car 525-6397
695 Union Ave New Car 525-6393

so4e

$3795

1963 Chev. Biscayne
4 Dr., Sedan, R. H., S. Trans. Less Than 12,000 Act.
Miles

'795

1957 Lincoln 4 Dr. Sedan
Autom. R. H., Air Cond.

s1395

s1195
1495

1960 Pont. Station Wagon
Autom., R. H., P.S.B. Air, 9 Passenger

Tell Your Deal
We'll Work With You

1963 T. Bird, Autom
P.B.S., Beautiful Lite Blue Finish

1695
1995

1961 Olds. Cony
Super 88, Full Power
1962 Lark, 2 Dr., H T
Bucket Seats, Autom. R.H.,

sva4e

1895

1960 T. Bird
Black & Grey - Red & White Interior Leather, Full
Power & Air Condition.
1961 Comet
4 Dr. Sedan, Heater, S. Trans. Black, W White
Leather Interior

$995

/

WORKING MEN USED CAR LOT
Many Cars & Prices To Choose
Jolt

and

1301

1963 Olds, Super 88
4 Dr. Sedan, P.B.S., R.H., Beautiful Lite Green
Air Condition
1962 Olds. F-85
2 Or. Sedan Autom, R.H., W.S.W.

1295

1961 Pont. 4 Dr.
Sedan, R. H., Power

s1695

1961 Ford Cony
Beautiful Red Khaki Top, R.H., S. Trans.

1395
'995

1959 Ford Cty. Squire
9 Pass. R. H., Autom. Solid Black - Red Interior

1295

Brand New Studebakers

1995

S2895

s2995

1963 Lark
4 Dr. Overdrive Transm. R.H., Air Cond.
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1395

1960 Cher. Imp. Coupe
Autom., R.H., White W Red Int.

the
and
• reet
pre'
yea
trot
His
(gal

S2595
1963 Gal. (500)
20 Fast Back, Solid Red Matching Int. Leather, R.H.
390 Engine

FREE OIL
o—r As Long As You Own The Car!

r

S2295

1962 Corvette
R. H., Stick in Floor

We Have New Cars Priced
Starting at $1797.00 FREE

1962 Olds. 98
4 Dr. Sedan, Autom, Air Cond. P.B.S.

1960 Ford Fairlane

1295

'S
BLIN
JACKSTUDEBCHAM
AKER MEMPHIS

R. H., Autom, Air Cond.
S 1295

1960 Cher. Imp

5395

1956 Olds. 88
Coupe, Automatic, R.H.,

1395

$795

4 Dr., Station Wagon, R.H., Autom.

1595

1960 Olds. 98 Coupe
R. H., Power

S 1395
1961 Chevy Wagon
Automatic, R. H., Beautiful Gold Mist

Russell Reeves
OLDSMOBILE

962

4 Dr., Sedan, R.H., Autom.
1959 Chev

1959 Olds. Cony
R.H., Automatic, P.B.S.

s695
5995

1961 Ford

1960 Olds. 88
4 Dr.. Sedan R.H., Autom. P.S.B., Factory Air

Courteous Salesmen

1695

R. H. Autom.

2 Or., Sedan, Stick, Trans.

Prize With Every Demonstration

LEON WEBSTER
or
BOBBY SHELBY

1959 Cadillac
4 Dr., H.T., Full Power Air Conditioned

S895

1962 Falcon

Ride. See One of these

S2095

5995
1195

1961 Valiant, 4 Dr
R. H., White Tires, Nice.

1961 Chev. Bel Air
4 Dr., V-8 straight stick, radio heater.
drives the best.

1959 Ford 2 Dr. Sedan
V-8, R. H., S. Transm.

$795

1960 Chev
Imp. R. H., Autom. P.S., Air Cond.

S695

$ 1595

1958 Olds. Super 88
Holiday, R.H., P.S., Air Cond.

1959 Olds. 88 4 Dr
Autom, R.H., P.S.B., Air Cond.

895

1960 Ford, Fairlane 500
4 Dr.. radio, heater. automatic.

s1395
$995

Tutone Finish, R. H.

s1595

I

1961 Comet 4 Dr.
Station Wagon, Heater, S. Trans

OLDSMOBILE
1963 Cher. Pickup

at re
ith this coupon and the purchase of any '63 or '64 Rambler
per car.
Jlar prim purchas•d at Security Rambler. One coupon
This offer cop ,es Anr-F 25, 1964

s1595

1963 Falcon. 2 Dr
S. Stick, R. H., Real Economical Car

s1395

1963 Lark
4 Dr. Sedan, Autom., Trans., R.H., Like New
5,000 Miles

895

S1995

1962 Gal. (500) Cony.
R.H., Autom., P.S., Real Bargain.

1962 Ford Gal.. Sedan
4 Or., V-8, R.H., S. Transm. Less than 30,000 act. Mi.

6,000 Miles, Showroom New

S895
1060 Dodge Seneca V-8 4 Dr
R.H., Straight drive. Excellent Condition.
c S895
1959 De Soto 2 Dr. H.T
fact. air. Power ster. and brakes. Like new
Si j95
°d
1963 Ramb
Only 5000 act. miles on this one owner. Factory
warranty. Save hundreds on this one.
1959 T-Bird
2 Dr. H.T. True luxury at such a I en price.
S 1595
1962 Ramb. Classic
Custom station wagon. Very low city mileage.
Automatic, radio heater.

$1395

Full Power & Air Cond.
1963 Avant'
4 Speed Trans., Super Charged, R

S 1295

1960 Olds Dyn. 88
4 Dr., Sedan, R.H., Autom, Full Power, Fact. Air.

5399

1958 Olds

( 1:51/
r rrn-

1959 Ford. Cony
R.H.. Ford-o-Matic. wht. tires. wht. with black tp.
Extra Clean
S 1095
1961 Ramb. Classic Custom
Air. cond. 4 Or., Auto. R & H. Like New

1962 Falcon Wagon
W. S. W., Like New, 4 Dr.

s1395

tk)it'a

fi;

FORD

EVERYTHING
GOES!

1595

1961 Cher. Imp
4 Dr. Sedan, Fully Equipp.

1963 Ford Gal.
(500) Cony. 390 Eng. 4 Speed Trans.

111
,
n-t• Ot

550 :1207.L.A.25

1895

1963 Fairlane
(500) V-8, R. H. Automatic

300 NEW RAMBLERS
1America's Most Economical & Low Price Automobile
Up to 34 Miles Per Gallon

•

2295

1963 Ford Gal
(500) 7,000 Actual Miles, Like New

Per t.4.7

Year Warranty Ask About One

761-4/L:9,

1495

1963 Ford

"
47
$

• m4g,

OFF...

HRA-ND NEW

lhan 500 ,Irs

I

Pnd
411the

s1495

1963 V. Wage n

STATION WAGON AMERICAN

DOWN
Delivers A
NEW RAMBLER

41Pbf

Snort honing diametor;
•asy to perk and turn

Full ce,1 seat springs,
both front and Mar

$45
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BR 6-6613

Union

Our Courteous Salesmen
Are Ready To Do Business
On The Spot
Financing No Problem, We Own Our
FINANCE COMPANY

THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE • JA 6-8871
OPEN NIT1S

2153 Central at Coop•r
BR 2-9671
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Magicians Tops In
Field Goal Shooting

SPORTS
HORIZON

a

SURVIVAL OF
Melrose proved the stronger 0C:37
crossihSAtad ta
i the
en
ur
eass
,
of the two top' traok and field
finish
I
c
our
across
s
:ome
the
teams in the Memphis PreP
League. The Golden Wildcats, in the mile relay,
with Willie Dawson, slowed VISITORS SHUTOUT
down with a pulled muscle in Memphians were able to see
his thigh, Coverted two first the predicament our track
places registered by the v-errs-t forces are up against when
satile Bobby Smith to score the participate in the state
close victory over Douglass. meet in Nashville. Competing
Booker T. Washington in with full teams last Saturday
the first annual Bluff City in-,'West Tennessee squads were
vitational track and field meet able to win all the events on
held last Saturday on the Mei_ ithe track program. Cameron
land Pearl, visiting schools from
rose stadium cinders.
MelroseiNashville, weren't able to win
tallied 40 points in its
winsingle first place. Such is the
fling total. Washington ancl,,IAcase
generally in the state
Douglass tied for second with
championships, but because of
34 points.
the lack of competition in the
Washington missed some Middle Tennessee regio
n,
sure points when its fine Cameron and Pearl
have qualisprinter, J. W. Brown, was un- field participants in great numable to participate because of
hers. Pearl is the defending
a pulled leg muscle. Brown is state champ.
unbeaten in•the 100 yards and
220 yards events this season. Pearl and Cameron made the
Brown also is a top broad trip by overnight automobile
ride. This, of course, didn't
jumper.
help the visitors in their perSmith's broad jump victory formances.
'Never-the-less, the
was paired with his career
real story of their track
high jump victory of six feet
strength was revealed.
two inches. It was the first
road jump win for Smith, a RALPH BOSTON HERE
rable junior who is also Tennessee A & I's famed
oubling in baseball. William Olympic broad jump champion
l'Ars. H. Ralph Jackson will
Hurd was the meet's only oth- Ralph Boston served as one
beon
glueens.ts siteaaykeirs wohbese
nrvaendnuaatl
er twin winner. Hurd, whose of the track officials. The jovial Porter Junior High School The famous Coleridge-Tay- iiv
would
soon
Boston
staled
hp
specialty last year was the
Band will give its annual con- lor Choral Society of Bishop
1964
readying
the
for
start
the Salem - Gilfield Baptist
hurdles, entered in-the 100,
cert Wednesday, April 22, beran a leg on the mile relay Olympic trials which will be ginning at 8 p.m. in Carver college, Dallas, Texas, will be church on Sunday, April 26,
July.
early
in
held
in
a program that starts at
team and broad jumped as
High School auditorium. The presented in concert in Bruce
well Hurd was the top in- Another conspicious visitor concert is entitled "A Night Hall on the LeMoyne college 3:15 p.m. and the public is
dividual in the day long track was TSU cage mentor Harold At The Opera." Through the campus next Tuesday, April invited.
Mrs. Jackson is the wife of
carnival. The Manassas junior Hunter. Hunter was just bid- years the presentations have
This Coupon Worth
won the 100, low hurdles, ing his time at the track meet. met with such overwhelming 28, starting at 8 p.m., and a Rev. H. Ralph Jackson, and
meeting
A
Richard
with
Jones
the mother of two daughters,
placed second to Washington's
success that larger and better huge crowd is expected.
and Charles Paulk earlier in facilities are needed.
and a Sunday school teach.,
1 FREE GAME
- • the day was his chief reason Willie Hoskins, band direc- The Bishop college singers and member of the St. Andrew
for being in town. The Lester tor of E. A. Harold Junior high are following oilier famous AME church.
Every Tuesday & Thursday
stars spent last summer on school, of Millington, will be college choirs to Memphis, and
A graduate of
Arkansas
WANTS
the TSU campus with several guest conductor. Special fea- they will be directed by J. AM&N college,
she holds a
9 A.M. to 1 P.M.
basketball prospects in a camp tures will be highlights from
EUROPEAN DUTY
master's degree from Columinaugurated by Coach Hunter. "Carmen" and "Porgy and Harrison Wilson.
bia university in New York Chester Morris, non of Mr. and
Jones has signed with Illinois Bess." Several dance groups As the Coleridge-Taylor City and has done
post grad- Mrs. Walter Morris of Route 2,
FREE PRIZE:
but the details are still pend- will be presented by the physi- Society, the choir gained na- uate work at the
University Clarksdale, Miss.,
has enlisted
ing. Hunter would consider it cal education department.
tion-wide fame while the col- of Tennessee.
Bowling Shoes Will Be Given Away
a prize catch to land both Interest is high among stu- lege was still at Marshall,
In the U. S. Army for three
Mrs. Helen Waterford is
Jones and Paulk. However, his dents in the "Mr. and Miss Texas, but its fame has inyears and is now taking basic
FREE: 'Shoes *Coffee & Donuts
chances of swaying the .6-7 Symphony" Contest in connec- creased even more since it general chairman of the ob- training at Fort Polk, La. Morservance; Mrs. Georgia H.
pair are slim. Paulk is a good tion with the concert. The boy moved to Dallas.
ris
wants
to
serve
with
an
enTaylor, secretary, and Mrs.
*Nursery Service
prospect for Hunter and don't and girl selling the highest
The group has been seen
gineer unit in Europe and
count Jones out. Remember the number of tickets, respective- numerous times on television, Vivian Washington.
Rev. A. L. McCargo is pastor Plans to visit Clarksdaie after
Bowl•Bowl-Bowl-Bowl•Bowl-Bowl
scoop A & I made in the race ly, *ill *in the title.
and one station uses its widen- of the church.
completing basic.
for Howard Finley last year.
Advance sale of tickets, 65 taped recording of the Star
JUNIOR HIGH WINNER
cents for adults and 35 cents Spangled Banner during its
In the junior high division for students. The public is in- sign-on and sign-off time.
of the Bluff City invitational vited to attend.
Rev. A. E. Campbell, pastor
Melrose eked out Porter Jun- Harry Winfeld is band di- of Columbus Baptist
church, is
ior High. Napoleon Young, rector and A. B. Owen, Jr. is serving
as host for the colPorter's fleet-footed dash star, principal.
lege's appearance in Memphis.
won the 100 and 220 in times
REENLISTS
comparable
to
ones
the
chalk
John E. Morrow, son of Mr. up by the high schools.
omm••••••••••••••■•••••••••••••
We have' purchased all of Burk-Hall's discontinued
a
and Mrs. James Morrow of Only
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
colors and are trying to get if
two teams competed in la
te
sorted for your shopping easement. Special prices
1301 N. Claybrook, enlisted in the college division which
was
range from $1.85 to ;3.75.
the Regular Army this week won by LeMoyne in a easy
DON'T
WAIT-T
HFSE
BARGAIN
S ARE NOM
and has decided to make a ca- battle with Lane College o
et
•
reer of the military. He was Jackson, Tennessee. Coach •
reg.
low
•
Reg.
Now •
8
A.M.-6
P.M.
i
Outside
House
.
Paint
$7.75 . •,2.95
previously in the Army for two Jerry Johnson, showing off his IN
V
Vii Flat .
Sat. or Sun. $1.25
.
6.70
•
1.95
Inside
Monday
Glick,
.....
6.70
Sat Open 8 AM. to 6 P.M.
3.25
Years after having graduated cinder stars before the home II
•
Inside Semi-Gloss Enamel
745
3.75
m Sus. Open 8 AM. to 2 P.M.
Outside Glide
thru
a
7.45
'3.50
from Mt. Pisgah High school fans for the first time in severFloor
&
...........7.55
Deck
Enamel
3.75
•
Inside Latex-I600 line
•
5.65
Friday
2.75
His military occupational spe- al years, expects to enter the le
Varnish •
5.95 . . 2.95 •
a
Mad Magicians in the AAU
Come On In, It May Take A While To
cialty is armorer.
Wait On You, But The 'Values You.Get And
III
meet in Nashville or the Tug- a
The Money You Save Are Worth
Waiting For.
kegee Relays in their next out- is
•
•
3100 Summer at Baltic
INSULATION
• DOOR UNITS
ing.
THRIFTY ITEMS
Rim••••••asurammomaa•viimE
Get ready for hot weather. Make
Complete with two sides trim. Split
LUMBER
Good
Lengths
your house coskler this summer by
jamb. Your choice of lock. Bedroom
1.6 545
additional insulation in the attic,
bath or passage. Lauan doors f.6.6.8,
1,6 SS
:
22:
1
$6903 •
POURING WOOL s•S.99 per bag • 2.0.6.8, 2.4.6.8, 2.6.6.0, 2.8.6.8,
2,12.
216
rys
1/
1 2" Matt thick
529.50
3.0,61
513.99
2" Semi thick
PINE
Misc. Doors
FLOORING
$33.95
$3.00
op
3' Full thick
44 No 2 EM
$ 6930
$45.96
'
6" Full thick
CEILING TILL
113 No. 1 EM
$89.50
$ 79.50
CELOTEX
Ica
.
No.
1
EM
YOU
$
CAN'T
71.50
AFFORD
70
BE
Due to weather conditions most of our shrubbery orders
Plain white
lio$ 4' 6' 8' Utility
$ 9.95C
HOT AT THIS PRICE!
$ 49.00
Sculptured
1,4,0 D
$12.50C
came late - and at once -Now We Are LOADED! Large
$ 99.00
Gal, Accost.
$13.50C
1,4.1 B&BTR
SHEETROCK
$119.00
Selection From Tremendous Stock,
/
1 4 418
1 39-43.44 M
SIDING .
MISCELLANEOUS
Yg 4.8
1
150-46.11 M
1.6 105
s72,30
MANY BARGAINS NOT LISTED
Folding Stairs
$12.95
1/2 4,8
1 10-56.25 M
14 105
$79.50
Passage Locks
$1.40
25-Lb. Joint Cement
We're Loaded is ith
1 69
•
Giant Values in
Bedroom
Locks
$1.110
250' Tape
66
HARDWOOD FLOORING
Bathroom
Locks
$1.110 i
1 4" OAK-U GRADE
2/
Key in Knob
$3.95 '
Good, Sound, Usable Grade
EXTRA SPECIAL
E'Vr4'4" Deluxe Picture
114 EM FLOORING, SHORT
Window Unit
54740
BUNDLES. No. I and Bitter-At.
Willow Oaks
.•
most all cleer. Will lay a beautiCorrugated
piastre
easels
suitSee Nature's Rainbow of Colors
ful floor
FRY OR CERTAIN-TEED
JOINS REGULAR ARMY
$69.00
able .for patio corers, carport
210.1b. Shingles
skylites; fencing sections, etc. 6 ft.
$4.99
Slyer Leaf
Loaded in Pod and Bloom
Leroy Jamison, Jr., son of Mr.
es
panels
MAPLE
$2.16
NAILS
and Mrs. Leroy Jamison, Sr., of
2
1
5
3
5o
d
r
6
.30
S
-11
i
b
n
8
.
g
F
l
BEAUTIFUL
ft. panels
t
Stew Leaf
$2.99
8d Common
1.99
90-lb. Slate
10' and 12' lengths -5.20 sq. ff.
1081 N. Seventh St., enlisted in
MAPLE
!Cc! Common
This Ilan, 141 ....r been offered in
8.99
Tulip
the Regular Army recently
Memphis at this low price.
8d Coated
•:•-•:••:•-;":•• :
$S5;
9.49
15.
.
..796999
POPLAR
and is now undergoing basic
each
/6d coated
12 to 15 inch
Large Selercfloo of flowering •nd ornamental frees
9.49
ALUMINUM WINDOWS
training at Fort Polk, La. A
7,/• Roofing
14.95
PORTIR.1.111
1961 graduate of Manassas
complete with /
1
25
Hino-Snow
each
High school, he was active in
2013.0
WROUGHT IRON COLUMNS
$ 9.95
Coral Bell
4'.•'a:*4:* •ra:a ••
$5 Doz. Dwarf Chinese Holly....1 gal. cans
8 ft. flat
ports and belonged to the Top
$10.95
:*4:*4:a•41*
$4.25
$1.25
3.013.0
'
8
ft,
corner
$11.95'
$6.95
Gentlemen's club while there.
Heller' Holly 'Large)
Largest Assortment
$3.50
2.814.4.
9 ft, flat
ASPHALT SHEATHING
$12.95
$5.50
of Beddino Plants
He was an aide at West Tenup Holly
$2.50.-43.00-4.50
9 ft. corner
58.95
LUIABER
•
'
y,
12 to the Bask•t
43.95 1.6 Cik4 FHA
nessee hospital before his enBurfordi Holly
10 ft. flat
92.00.43.00
$5.75
$74.00 M
Each Plant
10 ft. corner
Red Top Photinie
.1,8 CM FHA
listment.
59.25
$1.50
$75.00 M
PANELING
2,6-218
Virginia Cannarta
16'
$76.50
$530
EVANS and WEYERHAUSER
214-8' Fir
Greek Juniper
Ea..39
DOORS
52.50
401 Knotty Pine
S5 95
2.4-RL Fir
S19.00
H.C.
Vs
Pfiher Jumper
LAUAN
52.50
418 Lauan Mahogany . 53.99
Ic6-8'
Dealing
$51.4
1.Gaf. Can 7C
2.0,6.11
Arborvitae
418 Antique Birch-Shop
$2.50
$5.95
2.416.8
Other. Sizes end Varieties $2 I. $3
44 Nat. Birch Shop
$5.95
2.6,68
SPECIAL!
4.8 Nat. Birch Thrift.
$6.95
ALUMINUM SLIDING
4,5 Neutone Birch
56.95
8 N Front
California Armstrong No. 1
Liglisfrern-1 Get. Cans
PATIO DOORS
Ac she
3 0r6.8-1y, Di.. If.
6'
$10.95
559.95
527 3414
75 Sheets Special Birch Paneling
Goldspot Eeneyrnes
3.0161-1 34 Stq. Lt
12'
$119.10
$11.95
4.11
$1 'ask.
CI°
Silver Geese beersokes
$2.50 Ea.
We Hare A Complete Line
In-town sad natrof.toorn
Special ,'.,J, and earry prices on nay entire isteris of
Extra Large
tenth. Too many item. tornetom•ra.
11•4 thorn •11-hat shown
Of Garden Supplies
Cr, Comets( our low, low priers. , Inaba, aid building ma1•Inch Site
WE CAN HANDLE YOUR ENTIRE BUILDING
Spring Time Is
NEEDS, IF NOT IN STOCK WE CAN OFT THEM FOR YOU
AT A SMALL HANDLING CHARGE,
Call us for complete
We Nave Complete Line of
Planting Time
DELIVERY TERMS ALWAYS ARRANGED.
•Garden Seeds
e Flower Seeds
Pot Flower Plants
• OPEN SUNDAY • THOUSANDS OF BARGAINS
nsecticides & Fertilizers
fierweely_
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Alpha Pi Chi To

Give Card Party

LB. NM School
Plans For Tea

some

395
995
395
$995
395
I. MI.

s695
995
&CT

1895
Full

.s995

N
•
at
•

a
The Magicians of LeMoyne lii Shaw of Lane College at
College, coached by Jerry C. Jackson, Tenn, was No. 1 with
Johnson, led the nation's 733 points and
407 average.
small colleges in team field Currin was also 19th in infoil shooting, according to dividual field goal shooting.
the fitall official basketball
statistics released by NAIA.
LeMoyne finished its 25game season with 844 field
goals out of 1,620 attempts for
a .555 percentage. Coming in
for second place was Central The Alpha Pi Chi sorority
Council will sponsor a card
Oklahoma State with .528.
party, Friday, May 1, at 8
Grambling Of Louisiana was p.m. The affair will take place ON VOLLEYBALL TEA*
fifth in this department, at the Union Protective InThomas McDonald. Ea. a formSavannah State of Georgia, suranee company, 1234 Mis12th; Texas Southern of Hou- i sissippi Blvd. Many prizes will er star athlete at Douglass
Dish school, helped the Pad&
ton, 13th; Southern of Louisi- be given away.
ana, 14th; Jackson State of Refreshments will be serv- Coast team win the All-Na0
Volleyball ('hampionship
Mississippi, 19th; Fisk of Nash- ed.
Memphis last week. A 1917
villa, Tenn., 21st, and Benedict
graduate of Douglass, where Ire
...wag of South Carolina, 24th.
James Gordon of LeMoyne
won four letters in football and
JUDGE AND JUVENILE
ranked second nationally in inthree In basketball, he foliar]
the U. S. Navy in 1958 and biof the ways he has gone about re- dividual field goal shooting
Juvenile Court Judge Kenneth Turner.
A. B. Hill school is all set came a "frogman." Currently)
ducing them since he went In office last with 204 field goals of 303 atleft, was the guest speaker for the recent
Januar). (;rant is wit, of the schools tempts for a .673 percentage. to give its annual Spring tea boatswain's mate second deal,
Father and Son's Night at the Grant EleHe trailed Robert Springer of Sunday, April 26, from 4 to 4 he
is with the Navy's amphiwhere truant,', h.ts been bharpi. reduced
mentary school, and introducing the Judge
Howard Payne in Texas who p.m. at the school cafetorium.
bious training base at Coroin 1964. areal ittni; to .the school's .A tidal& posted a .684 percentage.
is ',Innen Hines, a sixth grade student.
The tea will feature music.
Only men and boys were on the in aeram.
Judge Turner spoke on the problems of
LeMoyne's Monroe Currin Mrs. Olivia D. Starks is presi- nado, Calif. He is the son of
Juvenile delinquency and told the audience
finished 14th in individual dent of the school's PTA. Mrs. Carrie McDonald of 140
scoring with a total of 590 George D. Clark is the princi- Oriole St. (Official U. S. Isla&
Photograph).
points and a 28.1 average. Wil- pal.

By BILLEItTl.PMEINIMM
THE FITTEST Eddie • Richard' in the high

295

Salem-Gilfield
Women To Hear
Mrs. H. Jackson

Porter School (Bishop College
To Give Concert Choir To Sing
Wednesday Night Here Tuesday

LADIES' SPECIAL

At
ROLL-A-WAY
LANES
1428 Michigan

SPRING TIME BARGAINS!

1295
1395
S995
or

52595
R.H .

52295

s1695
5695

'995
s1295
•s/95

SCAR WASH $

Gigantic SHRUBBERY Sale

AZALEAS Trees
$11(4

69c

71

SEED MART

These Are Not
1:One' Week Specials t

SHRUBBERY

Gumpo
$1 to Sr°

GIendales

Boxwoods $2 fa $75

ROSES

4.89

s'1-$3.50

FRUIT TREE CLOSE-OUT
LANDSCAPING

Across From
The Post Office
Open From 8 to 5:30

3000
- 1.4

'4 '12.50
$7.50
$9.00
$7.50

50c

ur

•••

•
SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •

HINO

4

$1.00

FERTI-LOME

GURLEY'S AZALEA GARDENS

2194 MISSISSIPPI ,,H•47;22%:.:
7 hwIZt

9464421

HYMAN BUILDERS SUPPLY, INC.

1121 F1
'
oride OP Mclemor•

JORDAN LUMBER CO.
-SINCE 1094-

WOO 1-1644

SATURDAY, APRIL 25. 1984
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500 Turn Out To Watch Sudent
Dancers In '64 Spring Festival

Wind" —
LeMoyne's Student Dance "Russian Dance" — Myrtle "Gone With the
Debris Joyner.
Rankins.
Group, under direction of Miss
Margarettc
"Ballet" — Marion Rober- "Stripper" —
Lavetta Grover, put on an exChism, Teressa Robinson, Elea.
son.
cellent exhibition, "The Cos- "Tango" — Mary Dougherty nor Houston and Grace Hardy
mic Dance," last Thurday night and Wayne Williams, Hazel' "Wonderland by Night" —
Payne and Lora Ann
during the college's annual Glover and James SandridgedYvonne
Spring Festival. An audience Carolyn Hollingsworth an d iGreen.
"No Moon at All" — Geralof nearly 500 thoroughly en- George Fed, and Minnie Walkdine Lynom.
er and Roderick Diggs.
joyed the concert.
"Theme From the Apart.
Dr. Ralph Johnson, of the "Magnificent Seven"—Myrtle
Yvonne
Riley,
Lora
— Lois Davis and
Rankins,
ment"
cowas
English Department,
ordinator, and Carl Sanders,'Ann Green, Rosie Tabor, Clau- Marian Brewer.
a student, turned in an out- dine Richards, Bertha Purdy,
standing job as chor.grapher. Rubystein Boykins and Fran-rGM
Miss Ruth Elaine Lee was nar- cenia Brown.
Closing the program
rator.
with
The dance program opened American jazz were:
with African Bizarra, with "Sack 0 Woe" -- DeFrances INDIANAPOLIS, Ind
The National Assoc
Beverly Allen doing a Voodoo Freeman.
number, followed by Marion "Soul Serenade" — Clenora lion for the Aavancement Si
Colored People said it will con
Roberson who executed the Hudson.
in
Voodoo Suite.
"Days of Wine and Roses" duct a mass demonstration
in the "near future" as
• "Westernized Oriental" in- Carol Spight and
Marian Detroit
a protest against 'cliscrimina•
cluded "Song of India" with Brewer.
Joyce Walton, Myrtle Rankins "Work Song" — Gloria Mil- tory hiring policies" of Gen
and Yvonne Riley; "Quiet Vil- ler, Grace Hardy and De- eral Motors Corp.
Hill indicatet smaller demlage" soloed by Brenda White, Frances Freeman.
onstrations would be held later
and "Mr. Youshin" featuring
other cities tt
Yvonne "Harlem Nocturne" — Bertha in about 50
Houston,
Eleanor
NAACP's dissatisRiley, Myrtle Rankins, Joyce Purdy, Rosie Tabor, Yvonne point up the
WEEK
with General Motors'
Walton, Lora A. Green, Hazel Carodine, Claudine Richards faction
theme of the observance, and Mrs. Oates is seen to the right of a student
Policies on hiring Negroes.
and Francenia Brown.
Boykins,
Rubystein
Glover,
the
during
library
the
visited
holding the sign. The group pictured above
Rosie Tabor and Patricia
morning, and another grout, similar in size came later in the day. (Withers Wortham.
l'hoto I.
OTHER NUMBERS
NICE FURNITURE
Other numbers and particiNOW JOLLY'S NOT
Older Model Sewing Machine
ROME — (UPI) — It was a pants:
maCjloahrentshoan. LawState Line Road 1 Mile West
sad day in the Jolly Film Cornd
ce asnyn"
pany office here. Thieves broke re"G
Off HiWay 51 South
1 into the office and stole the "Exodus" — Teressa Robinson and Lora Ann Green.
.525,000 payroll.

Target Of
NAACP Protest
mpi) _

NATIONAL LIBRARY
trooped around the
Hundreds of students from Leath Elementary school
Public Library and were
corner to the Vance Ave. branch of the Memphis
of National Library
guests of Mrs. Pearl M. Oates during the observance
the Key" was lint
is
"Reading
cards.
library
received
many
Week, and

VISITORS

FURNITURE FOR SALE

On FBI's 'Most
Wanted' List

On the FBI's list of "Ten
Most Wanted Fugitives" is
Joseph Francis Bryan, Jr., a
dangerous former mental patient with a record of alleged
sex offenses against young
boys who is now charged
with kidnaping a 10-year-old
South Carolina boy whose
lifeless body was found in

Classified Ads...
5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road north of
be
Ellendale can
Highway 64 nr
shown by owner. anytime. Mrs. WWII!
Glebe. Jr.

FOR RENT
848 POPULAR

Florida.
Two Bedrooms, Living Room,
The Mount Pleasant, S. C.
Dining Room, Bath& Kitchen.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
boy was abducted on Feb. 27,
APARTMENT
FOR SALE
and on March 31, his deHeat and Water Furnished.
SINGER SEWING
JOSEPH F. BRYAN JR.
composed body was discoverMust hav• reference. Apply
MACHINE — AUTOMATIC
Apartment 19. Joe Branch.
ed in a marshy, wooded area 1
Like new, Zig-Zog, Mononear Hallandale, Fla. He had
grams, makes Button Holes,
apparently died shortly after
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
Sews on Buttons without atdisappearing.
$6.50 we•kly. Utilities includ•d.
tochrnent. Sold New for over
Working woman or man, 547 Dune,
Bryan, released from the
JAekson 6-0176
$300.00. Bal. now due only
N eyed a State Penitentiary
$89.86. Pay $8.26 a month.
in January, 1964, after serving
Liberal Trade-In on old macha sentence for burglary and
ine. For Free Home Trial
auto theft, had been living in
Call 276-4450
ALT.
VAN.
STEP-IN
a TON CHEVY
(UPI)
—
Ohio
CLEVELAND,
BACK
New Jersey until three days
DUO
BODY.
ALUMINUM
32.000 Lbs.
CAPACITY
WHEELS,
before the kidnaping when he —The plane carrying Mrs. Excellent condition. Call &rid WANTED: Records
of
suddenly left after stealing Lyndon B. Johnson to a day- 275-3972
and
Band
Jug
Memphis
over 50 savings bonds belonglong series of speaking engage20 room hotel
ing to his parents.
other Jazz, Blues, pre-1930
He is considered mentally ments in Cleveland, was struck
Centrally located
recordings, 78's. Fair price
unbalanced, irrational, impul- by lighting today but landed
MEMPHIAN WINS MEDAL
including entire first floor and bar. offered plus mailing char,
sive
Twice
has
and
he
evasive.
safely.
All completely furnished. For details
Staff Sgt. Alex W. Tucker, son of Mrs. Ida J. Tucker of
escaped .confinement, attemptSend list, Artists.
Cleveland 20. Ohio ges.
occurred as the write Box 3083
2159 Marble Ave., is seen receiving the United States Air
ed suicide, has been armed The incident
Catalogue numbers, to:
Force Commendation Medal and the accompanying cerwith a .33 caliber revolver plane, a commercial airliner,
WURLITZER Caswell. 2 5 2 Queens
manual
when previously arrested and was about one-half hour out ITwo
tificate from his group commander, Lt. Col. Devol Brett,
CHURCH ORGANS and Benreportedly enjoys seeing small of Cleveland on the flight from ches. Perfect condition.
recently. He received the honor for his work as an illustrabridge Road, London, E.8.,
boys tide up and screaming
tor at Headquarters, Alaskan Communications Region,
Call 323-8455.
Washington.
England,
T.
Booker
of
graduate
A
white
I
a
is
He
he
American,
was
Alaska.
Eimendorf AFB,
The bolt struck about 2 seats -colJunior
at
born
Camden,
Wilson
N.
J.,
attended
on
Ocand
A
Washington High school
2" tall, behind where the First Lady,
/
lege in Chicago. His wife, Mrs. Marie Tucker, is the daugh- 'tober 31, 1938, is 5'101
weighs
135
140
to
pounds,
loudly
popped
has
It
seated.
was
ter of Mr. and Mrs. B. Hunter of 1215 Wilson.
a slender built, medium cornA.
and flashed blue and white.
plexion, light brown hair and
162-164-166 BEALE
she
hut
jumped
Johnson
Mrs.
blue eyes. He has a scar over
the
of
his left eye and a scar on the laughed with the rest
back of his right hand and his passengers when it became
upper teeth are noticeably de- evident that no damage had
cayed. He has previously been done.
. worked as a cook and laborer. A few sctnads later another
B r y a n has demonstrated bolt was seen near the plane
suicidal tendencies, has been but did not hit it.
0
aerdmeed xatnidesm
Pilot G. A. Mosteller, 56, of
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
hoeulld be considerUniversity
Willie R. Chapman, of 1257 ship offered him by
y dangerous. Vienna, Va., a United Air
1,1,..
Please report any information Lines pilot for 21 years, said
College St., and a senior at
LL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
tts. McK'ss'c. a senior'.
Kvaenrsea
of E
trouble controlling
LeMoyne college, has been and biology major at LeMoyne, concerning him to the nearest he had no
I office.
the viscount propjet. 'file plane
granted a research fellowship was offered a similar assistantarrived in Cleveland about 20
by the University of Tennes- ship by U. of Kansas but has •
minutes late.
Ruins
io-chemistry depart- decided to enroll at Meharry
see's
Medical College in Nashville, LANCASTER, Calif. —(UPI)
ment.
The grant carries a stipend where he has been accepted. I— "I lit a match and burned
• Miss Earline Huston, another, my hand," Otto Arbuckle exof $3,200 a year.
Solve Your Problems '
Chapman, a chemistry major senior and biology major ati alained to firemen when they
under Dr. John Buehler at Le- LeMoyne, has been accepted . answered a fire alarm a n d
a Small, Low Cost
With
i
found
'
him
Tenneson
a
lawn.
Moyne, will be working to- by the University of
. Behind him were the amok.
ward the master's degree. He see Medical School here.
and mg ruins of a house that had Real Estate Loan
will study at UT here in Mem- Professor of biology
sei_; burned ,to the ground. Arbuck- i
natural
chairman of the
phis.
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Chapman turned down a ence division at LeMoyne is le was arrested on a charge(
Approx.
drunk.
being
i
Gibson.
82,400 t e ac h in g assistant- Dr. W. W.
M o.
Cosh You
Poy uenif
GetS 12.90
S 500.00
S 23.70
$1,000.00
$ 34.50
$1,500.06
$ 45.50
$2,000.00
S 56.20
$2,500.00
$110.82
$5,000.00
YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

Lightning Bolt
Strikes First
Lady's Plane

Complete Skii-Rig, wonderful buy. See Jones. 2896
Gorove-rear. 327-0658.

'Autos For Sale

1EPSTEIN

LeMoyne Senior Gets
UT Grad Fellewshin

LOAN OFFICE
ST.

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL

Li1 t
Match

House

NEED MONEY?

CALLING
ALL

NEWSBOYS

NOTICE

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly?

SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blan:( today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME

Mother's name

Address

Number of papers wanted weekly

Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

Be Wise' Choose

-State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS A DAY
• It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank" ,

Houses For Sale

I For Sale Misc,

For Sale Misc.

Apts. For Rent

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
.-

6 ROOM HOUSE
6 roOnl 2 bath houee, or duplex. Some
as new, G. I. appraised. 2530 Culbert.

HOUSES FOR RENT

SINGER MTh ZIG-ZAGERS
"IN CABINET" "Like New"
Zig-Zoger, Monograms, make.
Button Holes and Fancy
Stitches. Balance due $46.89
Pay $6.30 a month. For FREE
HOME TRIAL Call 276-4450

647-53 South Wellington St.
3 Room Frame, Duplexes
$32.00 per month
Call BR 2-2115

HOUSE
PIANO FOR SALE
Style Piano
New Conditioned

Scroll Spineii

FOR RENT

710 Madison 7 rooms and bath
$50.00 a month, ap_p122i.
Madison. See Mr. E. Woodside

Terms $149.00
Phone 523-1831

HOUSE FOR SALE
19 E. Dempster
4 rooms - 3 rooms FHA
50-150 lots
$3,000 for each hous•
Near Co, lines-Call day or night
946.5052

Help Wanteci
iNi(I IIHME FOR KEN
3 LARUE ROOMS - HALE BATH.
retired or settled couple Near poles
Me bus use. Stove k URN ISHED.
OR 2-3237

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Special Services
GUARANTEED N. Y. LIVE-IN MAII
Jobe. 535455 wk. Fare advanced
Mallory Agency
•
Lynbrook, N. Y.

ssleswomen
and
Salesmen
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TB!STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.

WANTED
Outside appliance ealeernen to handle
the boot appliance Including General
Electric. Call Roy Adams, 275-1155,
1128 Union Avenue.
Salesmen and Saleewomen Wanted
Make extra money Introducing the new
Quickly
shapen
Patty Pre..
hamburgers', croquettes, hamburger steaks.
Phone 275-0435

REFINED CLUB
Why be lonely. Correspond
with ladies and gentlemen
everywhere.
Sample list 75c 1 year $2.00
Griffin's Corresponding Club
219 S. 10th St.
Birmingham 5, Ala.

Sodi-Gard Man's greatest pr
tection against attacks b
Muggers, Robbers, Rapist,
Vicious Animals., (etc.)
1 Unit $3.00
P. J. Griffin, Salesman,
319 S. 10th Street
Birmingham 5, Ala.

PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)

BURNLEY Upholstery Shop

"FURNITURE REPAIRING"
t+Restyling, Refinishing.*
proofoperators,
Linotype
+Custom Built Furniture 4
readers and floormen. Only ex-1
• FREE ESTIMATES
• Pick Up and D•liy•ry •
perienced personnel should apCALL 946-6344
ply, Write, Personnel Dept. c-o l
1484 Mississippi Blvd.
Chicago Defender, 2400 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago 60616, Illinois.
WANTED
WITH CAR OR STATION
WAGON
MUST DE A 00-GETTER
To delver AM tell miters weekl7
Salary plus cornmiselon
Company
Publishing
TH-Stat•
New
236 South Wellington Street
MAN

CHILD CARE
Will take core of children
while parents work.
948-7576 - 1070 Arnold Plac•

THAN'S
LOAN

FFICE

Call or Come In Today.

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Hurry! Call JA 6-8391 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 IL 1711 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300

A

TELL IT TO THE WORMED WITH

